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The ~robler"! andLor r aturc ._o.f_.JJ1e Thesis 
This thesis is uri tten to dcr.:or-strate that <::. ~cientific 
application of a scicntif lc theory of e:uctions to the works of 
the specific novelist , Graher.1 Greene , can be 1.10.de in a 
practical sense . The rrobJ.01~ and/ or nature and purposes of 
thj_s thesis denand that certain s pecific assertions be made 
and proven. To be proven are such mutters as the significanc e 
of Good.!.18.11 1 :s structures of li t eruture , the nccessi ty for 
applying Plutchik rs enoti ve tl1eory to literary structures , 
the certitude of esc ~1<....tology as ca rryj_ng eir..oti ve intcnsi ties , 
the ascertainment of such intensitierr in Greene ' s li:ey novels , 
and the possibility of applyi ng psycholinguistical approaches 
to such notional concepts as eschatology. 
Sources of Data 
For the purpose s of tl~is thesis , t .1e followi ng lj_terary 
woTks are considered primary resear ch sources : Robert Plutchik ' s 
The Er.1otions : Facts , Theori<;?.§.. , anq -~ !~ew l·~od_el ; Paul Goodman' s 
Tl~ Structure of Lite~atur~ ; and Graham Greene ' s A J?.llrnt-Cut 
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Secondai,y literary sources include Sylvan Bat'net , 1:01,ton 
Ee!'man , and 1."illio.m Burton's Jn _I r:tro(1uctio!l to Liter~!~u1_.:Q , 
rown Cho::!sky ' s Cc.rtcsgl}; I.i11,~Uistic~ , 1-:orris F-inder ' s A 
of Jir.erican Englisq , David K:cech e.nd PJ.clrn.rd Crutc~ifield ' s 
and the _Tec.c.1er of Enrrlish, Sheldon Rosenberg ' s Directi Q_r'.:.§. 
in Fs~f.c:.holinguist:J.:.£§, , plus many other tc:::tual and periodical 
sources . 
This total t hesis is develoi)ed through four procedural 
ster~s of iThi.ch the first step is the statement concerning the 
general nature of the paper . A brief treat .r:ent of 110rk done 
t!irough areas of Lin6uistics with respect to literature and 
eschc;.tol ogy follow. Vim-~Joints and theories of various authors 
and critics 3.rc pre::iented to show ·whether the nature of the 
thesj_s is in opposition to certain positions , or whether the 
eff orts are directed i nto an entirely new research situation . 
Following the procedural 3teps of Chapter One , definitions of 
ter~s used in the t hesis are given . The second procedural 
ster: , cons ti tu ting a ll of C!J.apter T\-ro, is de,rel oped through 
two main sections . The nature of Goodman ' s work on lit erary 
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structures j_s e::rn.r:i ned cmd a denonstr~.tion is offer·ed a s to 
the ap~)licabili ty of GoocL!!D.11 ' s t~1co1'ies to t he novel . Key 
passo.gcs fro:.1 sb: of Grcll~;1 Grc.;cno ' s r:ovels are aDalyzed to 
der:.:onstrate t:1at they adhere to a11d r1oe t the linc;uistical 
r equirements for i dentj fy:.ng trc.r; j.c structures i 11 t:! e lj_te1·c:ry 
s tc:teir.cnt 8..s proj ected by Paul Goodman . In the second section 
of Char:ter Tuo , unique lincuj_::; tic }Jattcrn~--basic ~entence 
patterns, transformations , stress-pitch patterns , and som1d 
m1i ts-- J.re vieued a.s c<:.rr;finr; t h e chnracte:ri s tics of tragic 
elemerits and e:moti ve inten~:;i ty . Chapter Three includes a 
development of Robert Plutchik ' s Theory of Enotions a s 
applicable to literary }'Jrose statements , and a demons tr a ti on 
of such applicability uhich includes focus in:; the e1~oti ve 
theory directly on key eschatolo~ical passages from Greene ' s 
work . Chapter Fmu· includes c. tc.lJular review of expos ed 
e:rr.oti ve i ntensj_ ties and a conclus i on as to psycholinguistical 
i mplic a tions stemming from the study . 
Findings/Conc.~usions 
The results of this t hesis indicate that a 
psycholingv_istical approach may be made in studying such 
notional concepts as eschatology . Bec ause beliefs and attitudes 
are enduring 01·ganizations of pe:rc eptual , motivational , and 
emotiona l processes , their in£luences in the realm of behavior 
~ay noi.·r be more precisely studied . Literature may· now be 
studied in a new light, an objective ono--tha t of t he 
psycholin5-uis t . 
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CHAPTER I 
NATURE OF THE THESIS , PUP.POSES, PPiEVIOUS WORK , 
SPECIFIC ELEMENTS TO BE PROVEN, PROCEDURE AND 
ESSENTIAL DEFINITIONS 
I. GENERAL STATE:MENT ON THE NATURE OF THE THESIS 
Human personality is expressed in the linguistic 
structures of each unique language in both utterances-- any 
meaningful unit or units of speech preceded and followed by 
silence--and statements--any declarative unit of speech . 
Such expressions give oral and written tones that are found 
within the sensory, intellectual, and emotive framework of 
the human being. In the work of the novelist, the poet, and 
the dramatist, there always exist emotive expressions. There 
is no literature when there is no complex of emotional states. 
This ·writer will take t he positive approach that literature 
does exist, and, in this thesis, a specific consideration 
will be given to certain novels of the literary figure, 
Graham Greene . 
Graham Greene's novels and plays are considered 
literature. In his tragic works there are high emotive 
intensities. Because Linguistics, as applied to literature 
and non-literature, is orderly in each instance, both method 
and philosophy should be suitable for determining the 
qualitative and quantitative range of emotions in any one 
book, or in a series of literary works. In this thesis, the 
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·works of Graham Greene, a ·well-known, twentieth- century 
British novelist and playwright, ·will be considered with 
respect to certain selected novels. Specific eschatological 
elements found in the selected novels involving tragedy will 
be analyzed with respect to ascertaining the emotive range 
of intensities found in each work. Specific consideration 
will be given to the eschatological elements of "good and 
evil rr "sin n "J.Udgment " 11punishment " "Heaven " and "Hell u 
' ' ' ' ' 
as found in Greene's novels. .Among certain psychological 
theories involving emotions and their intensity ranges is 
that of Robert Plutchilc. His theory will be modified to 
apply to linguistic structures in the eschatology of Graham 
Greene's novels. 
A specific emotive theory will be systematically 
applied to a specific philosophy in this thesis. That 
philosophy embodies the strong, emotive elements--anger, 
admission, fear, loathing, disgust, among others--of 
eschatology. Of central concern in this thesis is the 
application of Plutchik's emotive theory to selected works 
of a modern novelist. Consideration is given to eschatology 
since the emotive states involved always induce implicitly 
and/or explicitly consideration of eschatological matters in 
the works of other current--William Styron, James Gould Cozzens, 
and Arthur M.iller--or earlier--John Milton, Victor Hugo, and 
Joseph Conrad--writers . Inherent in this t hesis is the 
ascertainment of the orderly structures of the language of 
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tragedy which can be vieued as a linguistical pattern, and of 
the applicability of a theory which purports to measure the 
emotions. 
II. PURPOSES 
This thesis is vn•itten to demonstrate that a scientific 
application of a scientific theory of emotions to the works 
of the specific novelist, Graham Greene, can be made in a 
practical sense . The application of the theory to the 
selected novels will result in sign}J'icant and concrete 
statements concerning the emotional intensities common to 
each i:mrk . 
In fornulating the general pUI~ose, this thesis will 
contain specific purposes such as the identification of 
eschatological elements·, the statistical analysis of 
definitive emotive ranges found in each novel, and an 
ascertainment of er-1bedded notional concepts and attitudes . 
This thesis will show that the structures of literature as 
adduced notionally by Paul Goodman in his The Structure of 
Literature can be measured scientifically through an 
applica~ion of Robert Plutchik's emotive theory--as found in 
~he Emotions:- Facts, Theories, fill£.§. New Model--and that the 
words·, as found in the sentence pat terns in each novel, as 
distinct from external evidence as to the author, are entir ely 
sufficient in realizing the emotional intensities found within 
each work . Evidence as gathered from this writer's work--the 
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application of ai1 emotive theory to eschatological tragedies--
coupled with the observations and applications of such evidence 
to the key novels-- .A Burnt-Cut Case, Brighton Rock , The Pnwer 
and the Glorv , The Heart of the ~atter , The~ of tt.e Affair, 
and The Ouiet Arnerican--of Graham Greene will serve to lay 
the framework to a specific approach and method of studying 
literary analysis and to those areas of study relative to 
psycholinguistics . 
III . WF ..AT PREVIOUS- WORK ff.AS BEEN DONE IN THE FIELD 
Until Robert Plutchik presented his theory of the 
emotions, no similar theory-was comprehensive enough to be 
scientifically applied to literature. Through the hypothesis 
found in Plutchik's The Emotions : Facts, Theories, and ~ New 
Model , a new method of analyzing the linguistical structures-
of literature can be made through the use of this emotive 
theory. Careful study of relevant research sources--Abstracts 
of Doctoral Dissertations and Abstracts of ~aster's Theses--
and other resources-- Encvclopedia of Educational Research 
and the National Register of Educational Researchers--indicates 
that no other general study of the application of en emotive 
theory to any literary structures has yet been accomplished 
in a thesis at the graduate level. ~'lriters such as L.C. Knights 
in i.:etaphor and Symbol, Sylvan Barnet, }.~orton Berman, and 
Hilliam Burto in .P.n Introduction to Literature, and Albert 
Mordell in The Erotic 1·~otive ~ Literature, areong others, 
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have considered the place of emotive elements in literature 
through various vocal-sensory theories, but they have not 
applied any specific emotive theory to any specific notional 
theory such as eschatology. 
No research can be discovered which indicates that, at 
the graduate level, anyone has considered the ratio between 
an emotive theory and basic or transfornatory· linguistic 
structures in the work of any novelist or dramatist. Works 
such as those by-Paul Garvin--Monograph Series on Languages 
and Linguistics, E.H. Sturtevant--P.n Introduction to 
Linguistic Science , and James L. Potter- - Elements of Literature, 
among others, have been concerned with style involving metaphor 
and notional matters . To be considered in this thesis are the 
unique and specific structures of literature which are centered 
in the theories of Paul Goodman in his The Structuxe £f 
Liter ature as to tragic structures in the novel and which 
relate to work already accomplished in the field by those 
writers previously mentioned in this chapter. 
IV. SPECIFIC ELE1.ffi1'?TS TO BE PROVEN 
The nature and purposes of the thesis demand that 
certain specific assertions be made and proven. To be proven 
are such matters as the significance of Goodman's structures 
of literature, the necessity. for applying Plutchik's emotive 
theory to literary structures, the certitude of eschatology 
as carrying emotive intensities, the ascertainment of such 
intensities in Greene's key novels, and the possibility of 
applying psycholinguistical approaches to such notional 
concepts as eschatology. 
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In this thesis, consideration will be given to the 
nature of literature which is that form of oral and written 
composition which :furnishes the grounds for human imagination 
in both an intellectual and emotional sense. In literature 
there exist imag~s of man's mental, emotional, and physical 
self, and written composition can only be literature if in 
the perception of such composition, there is a .fusion· of 
thinking and feeling about concrete, sensory, or abstract 
elements within the framework of such human personality . Only 
within such bou_11ds will the nature of li te:rature be considered 
in this thesis and ·within such restrictions will proof be 
offered regarding those specific elements to be proven. 
The word "linguistics"· refers to the study of the 
structures or systems in language. Through Linguistics 
consideration is given to each language as a communicative 
and expressive system of articulated sounds which are used and 
understood by the members of a specific society. Each language 
consists of specific sound units, arrangements, and patterns 
which represent certain meanings and which are characteristic 
of certain aspects of human personality. The eA"'J)ressions and 
communications of each person in his m·m language include 
grammar, punctuation, spelling, composition, l i terature, and 
non- literature . For this thesis a distinction is made between 
literature and non-literature as vehicles used in conveying 
human eA!Jression. The validity of Paul Goodman's literary 
structures regarding tragedy or tragic works is assumed . 
A specific element to be proven in this thesis is the 
necessity for applying Plutchik's emotive theory to literary 
structures. The necessity or urgency of such a scientific 
application originates and justifies itself simply within man's 
desire to verify rationally what he knows emotively. Little 
work has been done in this specific direction. S"ome vu~iters--
1.c .. Knights, Sylvan Barnet, }!elson Brooks, and Albert Hordell--
have considered the place of emotive elements in literature 
but they have not applied any specific emotive theory to any--
specific notional theory such as eschatology. The emotive 
theory is significant in that through such a theory, a new 
method of literary analysis may-be opened--that of analyzing 
a notional theory such as eschatology. 
In this thesis, specific consideration Will be given 
to proving the wide range of emotive stimuli that is common 
to eschatology·. Of primary concern will be those emotive 
responses--rage, anger, admission, fear, disgust, loathing, 
surprise, sorrow, dejection, among others- -that are colI:l!lon to 
tragedy or tragic works, and in the final chapters of this 
thesis, statistical proof will be offered to support this 
writer's supposition that certain emotive :canges are common to 
tragedy, specifically eschatological tragedy. The emotive 
elements that exist in the selected novels will be presented 
in a tabular review in t he last chapter of this thesis, and a 
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conclusion will be offered as to the psychological 
implications of this ·writer's findings. 
Anot :1er element to be proven is the certitude of 
finding eschatological elements in Greene's key novels. Such 
novels do contain elements of eschatology, as later proof will 
ascertain, and in the words and lines of this, the ttdoctrine 
of last things,rr the highest emotional intensities--rage, 
anger, admission, loathing, grief, among others--are found . 
Eschatological terminology originated out of the phrases 
tttbe last day," 11the last times," and "the last state 11 which 
ref er to this temporal world as opposed to the supposed world 
beyond death. Thus, the word 11eschatology" here restricted 
to the western vie1·1, represents such words as "good versus 
evil," "'sin, n- "judgment, n "punishment," "Heaven," and "Hell . " 
In this thesis, specific examples of such eschatology· will 
be presented as found in six key novels of Graham Greene. 
Such considerations are necessary prelininaries to the 
conclusion of this thesis. 
This thesis will be evidence that psycholinguistical 
approaches can be applied to notional concepts such as 
eschatology through Plutchik's emotive theoryo FuTther proor 
.. 
will be of:fered that English linguistic structures for tragedy--
involved in eschatology~are unique in the area of emotive 
states, and that elements of eschatology can be pointed out 
and measured in their original emotional intensity and equated 
with the emotional intensity patterns--illustrated in Chapter 
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Three of this thesis--that Plutchik has proposed as a result 
of his work in behavioral psychology. This procedure will 
prove that Linguistics, as applied to literature, can reveal 
the emotive states comnon to tragic themes in Greene's key 
novels . 
V. PROCEDURE 
This total thesis is -developed through four procedural 
steps of' which the first step is the statement concerning the 
general nature of the pa:pe1~. In reference to the total thesis, 
the general and specific purposes are then stated and 
explained. A brief treatment of work done through areas of 
Linguistics with respect to literature and eschatology then 
follow. VieW}_)oints and theories of' various, previously 
mentioned authors and critics are presented to show ·whether 
t he nature of t he t hGs j.s is i n opposi t i o11 to certain positions, 
or whether the efforts are directed into an entirely new 
research' situation.. The general and specific points wbich 
need proof are indicated in this first procedural step . 
Following a presentation of the procedural steps as 
found in the first section of Chapter One, the definitions of 
terms used in the thesis are given. The development of the 
thesis is within the framei;rnrk of the given definitions. The 
ge:ieTal nature of the thesis, the purposes, work previously 
done in the field, specific elements to be proven, procedural 
steps, and the definitions controlling the main points comprise 
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this first Chapter, and together constitute the .first maj or 
division of the thesis. 
The second procedural step, constituting all of Chapter 
Two, is developed th1.,ough two main sections o In the first 
section, the nature o.f Goodman's work on literary structures 
is examined and a demonst:ration is of.f ered as to the 
applicability of Goodnan's theories to the novel. Key pass ages 
from six of Graham Greene's novels are analyzed t o de~onstrate 
that they adhere to and rnee-C the linguistical requirements 
for identifying tragic structures in the lit~~ary statement 
as projected by Paul Goodman in his The St:ructure of Literature . - -
Such elements as the !'complex tragic plot," "seriousness," 
"compounded action, " ngoodnessrr and ttfrailty" in characters, 
"discovery,n 11reversal," 11pity11 and "fear," and "catharsis" 
or "resolutionn will be exa."ni ned in order to ascertain if 
the various novels of Greene f it the requirement s of Goodman 
as to tragedy or the tragic plot. 
In the second section of Chapter Two, unique linguistic 
patterns--basic sentence patterns, transformations, stress-
pi tch patterns, and sound uni ts--are vie·wed as carrying the 
characteristics of tragic elements. In Greene's works, key 
phonemic patterns carry the potential of evoking specific 
emotional reactions and values--variant cognitions as produced 
by variant sounds of the same morphophonemic combinations. 
The resultant merging of phonemes into morphemes carry the 
emotional characteristics of language; for instance, "k" 
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is a hard sound because in articulating "k," the air column 
strikes against the palate, ·while the soft n1," resulting 
from the contact of the tongue with the moisture of the soft 
palate, will suggest relaxation and ease in many cases. In 
Greene's key novels, recurring phonemes include 11b," 11d, 11 
11g, u ''k, 11 "p, 11 among others. These phonemes f orm morpho-
phonemi c combinations such as ttblood, 11 11die," "God, 11 ''kill, " 
and npaino 11 This writer will offer evidence that certain 
morphophonemi c combinations in Greene's language will serve 
as the basis for many 1·1ords that signify distr ess, fear , 
anxiety, deprivation, and such emotions that are characteristic 
to eschatology and/or tragedy. Such morphophonemic co~binations 
will appear frequently in Greenets tragic works . For instance , 
the tightening of the vocal cords necessitated by the phonat i on 
of 11ng 1t or 1rnk 1t produces tension which parallel s the emotional 
state o:f anger, disgust, or sorrow. Such a phoneme as ttng''" 
is fused into the morpheme nin~" and then fused into tb.e wor d 
"damning," a combination of ti:To morphemes. Such words as 
1'ldlling," "cursing, u and "strangling" are formed in the same 
fashion and represent the "snarl u or "negative n ·wor ds that 
arc found in Greene's tragic works . A detailed analysis of 
key phonemes, morphemes, words - - in Greene's novels--is 
presented in Ghapter Two of this thesis . The first part of 
Chapter Two deals with the identification of t r agic structur es 
in Greene's novels; the second part deals with the structur es, 
patterns , a:-.~ nature of the words and lines in those novel s . 
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The next step, as the third procedural step or 
Chapter Three, involves the dcvelopraent of Robert Plutchik 1 s-
Theory o~ Emotions as· applicable to literary prose statements 
in the selected works of Graham Greene. Following a 
presentation of the theory, and a demonstration of such 
applicability; the theory· is focused directly on key· 
eschatological passages from six of Greene's novels. The 
procedure, in this second section of Chapter Three, shovrs 
the relationship among esch~tological statements and emotive 
states and intensities corrr:on to tragic works . 
A significant procedural step is found in Chapter Four . 
Correlations are :made between the rn::;.terial found in Chapter 
Three and that of Chapter Four . The qualitative aspects of 
Chapter Four as demonstrating the eschatological passages 
theEselves are brought into relationship w'ith the results of 
Chapter Three, resulting in psycholinguistical findings in and 
fron the applications of Plutchik's theory. Thi$ chapter 
contains a tabular revieu and a conclusion as to psycho-
linguistical implications sten:ming fron the study. 
VI . DEFINITIONS 
Since only literat1X:'.'e will be considered-- on which to 
apply Plutchik' s theory--a distinction must be dra1·m bet·ween 
literature and non-literature. Literature, as distinct froo 
educational and propagandistic literature, is that form of oral 
and 1-Tri tten con:posi tion which furnishes the grounds for 
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inagination, which combir.es thir.king, feeling, and sensing . 
Thus, a distinction is made between the purely literary 
definition of literature which includes the short story, the 
novel, and the play; ar..d that conposition which is classified 
as "religious literature, rt "historical literature,"" or 
nphilosophical literature, tt among others. The reader must not 
confuse literature, as ~1ere defined, ·with the statistical 
composition of the scientist, the theoretical thought-
projections of the philosophe~, the historian's reco~d of 
past events, or the theologian's interpretations of such wor ks 
as the Bible or the Koran. Such are not literature because 
the human rhythms of thin}:ing lTith feeling are absent, and, 
in this thesis, the survey of literature will be rest:;:-icted 
to the novels of Graham Greene, and more specifically to 
those novels which have tragic implications. Thus, of central 
concern in this thesis are the six key novels of Greene, 
novels Hhich contain an emphasis on eschatology and which 
contain emotional overtones that directly· relate to the 
subject of this thesis. 
The word 1treligion1t refers to any specific system of 
belief, worship, or conduct toward a god or gods, and represents 
a state of mind or a way of life expressing love for and trust 
in a higher being, and some assent to the need for one's Hill 
and effort to act according to the will of that higher being 
or god . Eschatology is of central concern in t he study· of 
r eligion, or literature that is concerned with religion or 
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that has religious implications o While eschatology has a ·wide 
application to oriental religions as ·uell as to those religions 
of the Hestern ~·!orld, the term is restricted to the Western 
view in this thesis. Thus, the word treschatology1t refers to 
that branch Of theology Wr..ich deals ·with the doctri!1eS of 
last things, such as ttgood versus evil," 11 sin~ it 1rjudgment, tt 
npunishment, tt lfHeaven, rr and 11Hell. 11 For the purposes of this 
thesis, the term tteschatclogytt uill be restricted to a 
consideration of eschatological terminology as found in 
Christianity, specifically in that of Catholicismo 
In this thesis, linguistical structures are considered 
becauze they operate in such a uay as to carry meanings unique 
to different tY}Jes of literature. Since e~otional intensity 
is of central concern to this thesis, a close consideration 
is given to one linguistical structure, the levels of pitch 
in the language of Greene's novels. l'~orphophonemically, such 
levels of pitch :may be classified as low (1), normal (n), 
high (h ), and very high (hh)o These levels of pitch may be 
graphed as pitch contours. For instance, "breakthrough, it a 
noun, may be graphed as ., ln1ereas the verb-adverb group 
11break through r:- may be graphed as -J . Also, the r:oun 
'~setup u may be graphed as --........ , whereas the verb- adverb group 
"set up" may be graphed as -/. This lll'iter ·will shm·T that 
emotional intensities ·will be higher in sone words or word 
groups that may be graphed as elevated stress- pitch patterns. 
Such stress- pitch patterns correlate to a phonological analysis 
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of norphophone~ic sound units and a presentation of such is 
offered in the second sectio:1, Chapter 'I\10, of this paper o 
For instc.nce, when put into morphemic structures such as 0 lovett-
or f'f]_ike, u· "11r phonemes may suggest ease or relaxation, whereas 
such phonemes as 11d n may fo::-m part of such morphemes as rtdead," 
thereby conveying the emotion of fearo The phoneme r'krt may 
form part of the morpher:e 'f}dll, 11 thereby conveying the emotion 
of anger.. Consideration ·will also be given to basic sentence 
patterns and sentence t~ansfornations, regarding the placement 
of key 1-mrds in the sentence patterns o In English, emotional 
force is provided by placing the adverbial statements to the 
right, or at the · end of the sentenceo J~ typical ex~ple ·would 
be, "They searched a long tine for the doctor's appar atus 
before they found a clueo 0 1 The dependent adverbial clause 
gives the sentence emotive force when moved to the right . If 
the adverbial element is placed at the begir..ning of the 
sentence, the speed is removed and the pace of the sentence 
is slowed. Such considerations will be given to Greene's 
l anguage in order to eval~ate, by linguistical procedure, 
the emotive content of the author's language . 
Paul GoodL'lan, in his The Structure of Literature, 
distinguishes bet't·Teen tragedy and the tragic plot . Such a 
consideration is important here because the selected novels 
of Graham Greene are not traditional t r agedies, but are novel s 
lGraham Greene, A Burnt-Out Case (New York: Bantam 
Books, 1 960), p. 28 . -
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that contain corrplcx tra~ic ,1ots. Thus, the tragic thc~es 
o~ Greene's l~ey :iovcls i:-icl"t:.C:e 11 se:2iousness, u as all novels do, 
that relationshi·p--betwcen age:D.ts and actions--of being 
essentially i~volvad. '.::?:.1e 11corJ:plex tragic plot 1t has tuo or 
nore strands of incidents running conconitantly and such is 
referred to as rrcompou..'11.dcd action." 11Discoveryn is the 
eY2ergcncc of the hidden, or secondary plot. "Feo.rtt is the 
destruction of' t~1e upp<:.::-ent o~ ;iri:mary plot and the agent of 
that plot. "?i ty1t is the succession o~ the hidden to t!1e 
apparent plot, and the term also refers to the contemplation 
of the protagonist in his ne"l:T role, considering ·what he was· 
and now is and the alternative situations from which he had to 
cboose. The "catharsis 11 Ol" r:rcsolution, 11 as Goodman defines 
those terms, is the redintegration of the destroyed plot 
elements in the situation after the reversal . Specifically, 
11cn.thn:-sis" refers to a using up of enotions in the :protagonist, 
ub.ile the '1penal tyn refc:-s to the fo::-r:a:..i ty of the resolution. 
These teros characterize Good.~an's conception of the complex 
tragic plot and represents the structures Within the 
selected novels of Greeno. 
Si:nce the st~dy of psycholinguistics involves the study 
of beliefs and attitudes as a producer of e~otional reactions, 
this thesis--involving the study of emotions--projects a new 
psycholinguistical method fo::- the study of literatU!'e. 11Belie:'sn 
and "attitudes" are er.during o:·ganizations of perceptual, 
motivational, a:1d e:r::otional processes which are influential 
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in the realr:: of bel;avior o A "belief 11 is an enduring 
orgcnization of perceptions and cog::litions about so~e aspect 
of the individual's i·ro:. .. ld, pc::-ticula:lly a thing, such as the 
belief in a godo P..n "attituderr c~n be defined as an enduring 
organization of ::::!otivutional, emotional, perceptual, and 
cognitive processes ·with respect to some aspect of the 
individual's world, such as an attitude touard law and order, 
love, death, a~~ong others . Such beliefs c.nd attitudes produce 
the intensity of an e~otional reaction; there~ore, as terms 
relevant to psycholinguistics, nbeliefsn and "attitudesu 
must be considered as the pri~ary maker of specific emotional 
reactions and/ o:..... intensities in a given situation. ;·Jhereas 
the belief is motivational and emotionally neutral, the 
attitude is freque~tly perceived as demanding action, and 
therefore, the attitude is more positive in nature . Since 
beliefs and attitudes are carried by language, the nethod 
proposed in this thesis is essentially of a psycholinguistical 
nature • 
.Another psycholin,guistical term, directly relevant to 
the purpose of this thesis, is the "irnnediate psychological 
field. n-- The term relates to the p1"inciples that govern the 
formation and 0:9eration of beliefs and attitudes and the 
functioning of higher order processes in the hunan nind. The 
dynamics of behavior, as st-:idied through t!1e pri:r.ci?les of the 
imr::ediate psychological ~ield, are significant in this thesis 
since behavior, perception, e.nd emotional intensity have a 
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definite a?ld neasu.rable co:rrelc::.:;ion .. • ::'he peculiar pathological 
and physic~~ stQte of G~eene's characters rep~esents certain 
linguistical patterns o~ abnorr;;ality, a characteristic of 
the immediate psyc::iological field, a:1d in such context i:Till 
the patterns of Greene's wo::-ks be considered. 
CH.APTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
I. IDENTIFICATIOE OF TF_ti_GIC S'l'RUCTURES 
D~ GREEWE' S l;"OVSLS 
A review of the li te:..,ature will be presented ·with the 
first part of Cl1.apter Ttro devoted to tl1e identification of 
tragic structures in the selected novels. The six l:ey novels 
iiill be linguistically analyzed in view of ascertaining 
whether or not they meet the requirements for the complex 
tragic plot as presented by Paul Goodrcan in his The Structure 
O .r.- L-; .... e,..a-'-u~e _;!;.. _t,, - l,, - • The ele~ents of the complex tragic plot to be 
considered are found under that part o~ Chapter One entitled 
"Definitions, n and include 11seI·iousr.ess, n "compounded action, 11 
"discovery, 11 ttpi ty /fear, 11 c:i.:-:id "catharsis/resolution. n In Part 
Tuo of Chapter Two, consideration ·w:.11 be given to other 
linguistical patterns in G:.,eene' s novels, ir.cludir.g basic 
sentence patte:."r..s, transfo:."rmt::.ons, 2-nd morphophone!!ic sound 
uni ts--all of 11hich are so structured as to carry certain 
emotive qualities which charac·cerize Greene's ·work. The first 
consideration will be certain tre..:;ic qualities existin.g in six 
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selected novels. 
The first novel to be considered, The Power ~ ~ 
Glorr; fits Goodman's requirements for the complex tragic 
plot in that several strands of action run parallel to the 
apparent/surface plot. Within a setting placed in a remote 
section of Mexico, Greene presents the story· of a hunted, 
desperate, and driven man--a priest. However, the priest 
and the organi~ed search to find that priest prove to be the 
apparent plot: 
"I am looking for a man," the lieutenant said. 
"He has been reported in this district." 
''He can't be here." 
"Your daughter tells me the same." 
"She knows. n· 
"He is wanted on a very serious charge." 
''Murder?" 
''No. Treason. 112 
This dialogue represents the apparent plot and the lieutenant•~ 
search for the priest throughout the villages of that Mexican 
region. As the novel progresses, the priest himself is 
revealed in terms of the driving terror that motivates his 
flight. The hidden or secondary plot moves independently 
of the apparent plot structure but moves steadily closer to 
the apparent plot until they finally merge at the point of 
discovery. The plot is complex in that many elements of 
action are synthesized into the over-all plot structure of 
the novel. For instance, the hidden plot begins to move to 
the surface when the ·priest begins to suffer because of the 
2Graham Green~, The Power and the Glor;z (New York: 
The Viking Press, 19%)-;-pp. 46-4""7-;- -
sufferfng of the people: 
"What is the matter with you all?" he said. "Why 
should you be afraid?" 
''Haven't you heard ••• ?" 
"Heard?" 
"They are taking hostages now--from all the 
villages where they think you've been. And if 
people don't tell ••• somebody is shot ••• and then 
they take another hostage."3 
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Thus, the torment within the mind of the priest runs high. 
Several priests have been shot and the search continues for 
the one priest who escaped. All is part of the Mexican 
governor's campaign to wipe out all traces of religion, 
especially Catholicism. The complex tragic plot involves 
the apparent plot--the search for the priest--and the hidden 
plot--the priest's search for peace of mind. 
As part of the complex tragic plot, seriousness 
represents the increasing involvements of the priest with 
the conflicts and crises of his flight. He is caught in 
several conflicts at the surface level of the plot--his 
flight, his drinking, his hiding--and he is involved in 
several conflicts in the hidden plot--his one-time marriage, 
his lack of dignity, his sins, his frailty: 
She said savagely: "I know about things. I went 
to school. I'm not like these others--ignorant. 
I know you're a bad priest. That time we were 
together--! bet that wasn't all you've done. I've 
heard things, I can tell you. Do you think God 
wants,,you to stay and die--a whisky priest like 
you?"'1" 
Such lines represent the conversation between the priest 
3Ibid., pp. 86-87. 
4Ibid., p. 107. 
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and Maria, and represent the increasing seriousness of the 
novel. The complex interactions are many. Sin, human 
frailty, value judgments, and religious assertions comprise 
the growing seri·ousness of the plot.. The following lines 
represent the growing conflicts with the priest: 
He made an attempt to hide the brandy bottle, 
but there was nowhere ••• he tried to minimize 
it in his handsi watching her, feeling the 
shock of human ove.5 
These conflicts 'vithin the mind of the priest coupled ~rith 
the surface conflict of hi·s flight from the Mexican officials 
constitute the requirement of seriousnes~ which linguistic 
structures carry. Within~ Power !.!19: !h! Gloryi ·seriousness· 
is fulfilled by a play.upon past occurrences, and thought-
projections--on the part of the priest--of the present and 
fUture. 
This novel fUJ.fills the requirement for compounded 
action in that many strands of action run parallel to the 
surface plot. For instance, the Mexican government is 
jailing or executing all of the local priests;- however, 
these priests can gain their freedom by renouncing their 
faith. This governmental drive to s tamp out religion i~ 
one part of the comp~unded action of the novel: 
"He is a priest. I trust you Will report at 
once if he is seen." The lieutenant paused. 
"You are a foreigner living under the protection 
of our laws. We expect you to make a proper 
return for our hospitality."6 
5rbid., p. 90. 
6 Ibid • , p • 47. 
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In such manne~, the government s officers use the l ocal 
people in attenpting to recruit inforr:1ers . Th:ls action 
represents pc:.:-t of the apparent plot as the surf ace strands 
of action involve the flights of ·che priests, their capture, 
their 0xecution, and the escape of one priest . Such action 
leads to other movements "l.'Ti thin the structure of the novel, 
one being the gro~.;ing cor1.flicts 't·r:i.thin the mind of the 
priest. As part of the total compounded action of the 
novel, such action i:Ji thin the hidden plot is illustrated by 
the .following li::ies: 
Ee couldn't e7en say i·.ass any longer--he had no 
1ii.ne. It had all gone dm·m the dry gullet of 
the Chief of Police. It -;·ras--appallingly--
complice.ted o He '\-TG.s still afraid of death; he 
would be more afraid of death yet wi1en the 
r:orning cane? but it uas beginning to attract 
h~m by its simp~~c~ty . 7 
These lines are sienific2.nt oecause ~ore plot movements stem 
fron this action c-.nd lead to other episodes with.in the novel . 
Such dialogue, therefore, !'epresents the compounded c.ction 
~ithin the novel. In this novel, conpounded cction is 
:our..d in a series o~ :'lig:·rt-pv.rsui t p2.tterns -t:"lat run and 
occasionally reverse t.O.emselvcs to fit the total plot 
structure of the work. 
Follm·r:..ne the :'light- pursuit patterns--conpour:ded 
action o:l the novel--is tb.c discovery v:hich involves the 
e:ri:ergence -:::.:' t ho hicldon plot.. This moment appears -:·:here the 
hidden plot involv~ng the ~~icst, ru.:."'lning fron God and himself , 
7roid., p .. 175. 
merges with the apparent plot which includes the flight of 
the priest fror;l the all- pm.;erfu.l 11exicCll1 gover nment: 
11Heaven is where the:re is no jefe, no U..lljust 
la1·;s, no taxes, no soldiers, and no hunger. 
Your children do not die in he2.ven. 118 
':!:'hese lines, as part of the discovery, re:.:'lect the merging 
of the hidden 11i th the appci.rent plot. rfot only- the flight 
fron the soldiers is now i!npo::-tant to the priest, but also 
the conflicts i·;i.thin his !"!_.nc1 of life, death, <lnd rebirth. 
~·.nereas the priest is running from God and himself, he--
the priest--becones cor.pletely aware of h:'..s predica.!!!ent 
when he is betrayed by a hali'- caste Judas: 
':'his 1·:-as Ju.CJ.as sic:k ~r:d u...llsteady and s cared in 
the dark. He had only to beat the mule on to 
leave him stranded in the forest. There was a 
groan--5.t sou.n.d.cd li~;:e ·1:-Iother of God, ft and he 
let the mule slc::.cke::.1 its pace. He prayed 
silently: 11God forgive me:: Christ had died for 
this nan too: how could he pretend 1·.rith his- pride 
o.nd lust and cow2.rclice to be any :nore -:mrthy o-:.: 
~~~~ de"~~ ~hen ~h~~ ~aJ~-c~s~e99 t....1..Lu.t.. "'t...u t,, __ c v -  • .!. c. t.. • 
In these lines the hidden plot--the priest's conflicts 
1·rithin hinsel.f--begin to ::erc;c ·with the appar ent plot--the 
flight fro:o the go-ver:ri..nont"s officers . The discovery does 
not take place in a f m·; s~1ort :::io:r.ients or lines, but the 
hidden plot !::loves slouly :.:ito the open. 
As requi~ements for the co~plex tragic plot, pity 
and fear are yresent in t~e c.ction leading up to the 
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execution of tho priest. Fea~ and pity stem from the death 
8Ibid., p. 950 
9rbic1. , p. 133. 
of the priest, and such is evident in the :following lines: 
Soon he wot.lldn' t even be a memory--perhaps after 
all he rnsn' t r eo.lly Hell-·worthy o Tears poured 
dmm :1is face: he was not at the monent afraid 
of darmation--e7en the fear of nain 1:ras in the 
backgroundolO • 
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Pity and fear a.re intert1ingled because the reader fears that 
the priest is like him and that he may fall into a predicament 
li.~e the priestvs. T~us, pity is produced because the reader 
vants to avoid the fate of the priest. Pity is here 
associated i'Ji th the stat-v.re of the priest, his loss of position 
and respect, and his ultimate predicament. Since fear is the 
destruction of the appa.rent plot and the agent, the reader 
eJ:periences the emotion of fear throughout the novel since 
the enti:-e action is built upon a flight- pursuit pattern that 
·t:rill ultimately culminate in the capture a.nd execution of 
the priest: 
He \':oke 1·.ri th a huge feeling of hope which 
suddenly and compl0tely left hiE at the first 
sight of the TJ!'ison ya:::-d. It was the reorning 
of his de2t11.ll 
From this :point to the cli:na.x the fear and pity grow ·more 
intense. The err:otio::.~l intensity of the situation gro ·rs 
as the hidden plot rr:oves into the open a.nd supers edes the 
apparent plot in importance and meaning. No longer is 
life important in itsel::', but for the priest, life after 
death takes on new :mee.ning. The anticipc:tion of the 
emergence of the hidden plot, conpletely and finally, 
10Ibid., p. 284. 
llJbid., p. 283. 
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prorr.otes fea:- and p::cy as the ::-eaC:.cr p::-ojects himself into 
s::.nce the resolution is the formal expression of the 
catharsis--involving the elements o.f pity and fear--one i1r.ill 
find this structure in the penalty ··:hi ch is required of the 
p~otagonist, the priest. As ::.s the resolution in Brir,hton 
!toe:{, this penalty is de2.th and such occurs in the fi- .: 
lines of the no-vel. Tee catho.::;:-sis is most evident c..t the 
moment of execution: 
Juan? raising both arms above h::.s head, called 
out in a strong brave voice to the soldiers and 
the levelled rifles: r·:tail Gh::-ist the King 1 t: 
:-ext r:o:nent he !'el:. riddled Y:. t11. a dozen 
bullets and t~e officer, s t ooping ove::- his body~ 
Jut his re~ol7e::- close ~o Juc:.n's ear and nulled 
the trigger.12 -
In this !:!omen-c the e::.o·cional ::.nvol venent reaches the naximu.m, 
and with the .:'.:'inal wo::-ds, the fi::1al shot, comes the 
characteristic purgi:lg o;; emotions. Throughout tb.e entir e 
action, the p:-iest anticipates his fate. :li th his execution 
comes t.he cathars::.s, the :'inal usin6 up of enotions. 
In Greene's B:riGhto~ Reck there are several strands 
of action that run pa:-allel 1·r::. th::.n the structure of t:'le 
novel. ':?he d:::..::'fe:::-en-c st::.,ands of ac-t:..on, both h::.dden and 
apparent, are movcd--caused a~d carried--by the actions and 
interactions of di~fe~ent characte:'s i~ VQrious situations . 
For instz.nce, ti1e S"'..'.:-i'o.ce plot centers arou..Tld the racetrack 
gangs, razor slasb:::..nss, ~ac~ets, boo~-nake~s, g~mblcrs, and 
12-b. , 297 =--1:S! • ' p • • 
squealers at Brighton--typic'"'.l subjects, predicaments , and 
envirori...:..1ental si tti.:i:;:;::.ons -:·:hi ch c:1aracterize the linguistic 
tone of Greene 1 s tragic ":·Torks: 
11But he didn 1 t kill hins elf 1- f1' Clarence said . 
"You've only got to reac1. They cut him up and 
they say he died natura1. 1113 
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Such rei'erences to nurder set the tone of the novel . A mob , 
led by Pinkie, the protagonist of the novel, has been 
responsible for such ::mrders. T:1e surface conflic·; revolves 
around t~e raurder of a ~an called Spicer. Rose, a sixteen-
year- old girl kno~ .. rs that Spicer uas murdered, but because 
the mob does not want to }'.\:ill ~1er--since suspicion might be 
aroused--Pin.~ie is ~orced to rearry her: 
1111. :oarriage of a minor~s not easy. n r:Go on. 
I 1 ll pay. 11 11It 1 s r.o good ~rou just sayiTh you1re 
t1·renty-one. =~o one ~.·rould be2.:.c--e you. 111 · 
As these plot-strands indicate, 3rig!lton Rock fulfill s 
Good.man's requirements for ·(;he complex tragic plot. ~'Ii th 
such stra:ids of actio:l at the s-v.rf'ace level, there are also 
many hidden movm::ents---:1i thin the structure o:: the plot-- that 
revolve around the sp:!.:~i tual turr:1oil within Pi:r.}:ie 1 s nind . 
Each strc.nd of action lcf'.cls to ne· · action ;-:h::.ch enle.rges 
and e:;:pands upon the for:::e::-. 
The second tre.gic 3t::-ucture to be identified in 
3ri;hton ?.oc:: is tl:.c:t o::' :·ser~ou.sness, r: a tern i·:hich refer s 
to t11e increasing i:J.-.ro: ve.uents o-:: conflicts and crises within 
?ress, 
13Grahm-i Gr0r>::.e, Bri~.1-iton Rod.; O~ew Yor};:: The Vildng 
2.938 ), p . l+J .. 
_,,_, . d -68 
- 'i~-. ' ll • - • 
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the novel . As the plot grows ~ore complex so does the emotive 
intensity grm·T, as s-uch is carried by the language of the 
characters. ·Such emotive intensity, as ar oused by key sounds 
in the language of t~e characters, is represented by the 
conversation between Ida cind Rose: 
"Well?" Rose said, giving no·c_1ing away. The 
woman whispered sof·'.;ly c.cross the few feet 
bet,·reen them: 11:rie' s ~- murde:-er. 11 uno you think 
I don it know that? 11 3ose said o 1:God' s sake, " 
the -:·-onan said7 ·~2.o you mean--?tt uThere' s nothing 
you can te11 me.," 11You crazy little fool--to marry 
hin knowing that., I got a good nind to let you be.nl5 
Seriousness is r epresented ~n the deepening, complex 
interactions of Pir..kie <:ii th the outside world--as the surface 
plot--an.d of Pinkie w:.t:1 hims0lf--as the hidden plot.. His 
dialogue, and that of ot_ier characters, represent the erupting 
conflicts and the mo~nting crises with the novel. The 
characteristics of se:'iousness, as a tragic structure, ar e 
again well represented by the follofflng lines: 
ayou think he;s in 
said; 11he' s not. 11 
1.-rhy? Because they 
evidenceonl6 
love ·~Ji.th you," the woman 
"Ho murri ed :r.:e. " rr And 
cc:n' t r::eko a ·wife give 
Su.ch lines represent the seriousness of the co:ir.plex tragic 
plot . 'I'he serious:iess continues to the episode which finds 
Pinkie ju.."Tlping over a c:.i:f and coni.mitting suicide. With 
his death all comes to an end- -the confl icts, the crises, 
the seriousness as re7ealed by the lines of the entire novel. 
The conplex tr2.gic ulot o:: Brigh~ ~ carries 
w5-thin its elf nany mo•-ements o Goodma.n defines such novements 
15Ibid ., 
16r-·-;1· - ~., 
p .. 289. 
p .. 290 .. 
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as conpounded action, or the enlig:1.tening of t1:ro or mor e 
actioils by a ~erging e:fecto Fo~ instance, after the nenbers 
of the mob learn th<rc .Roso kno1·is G.bout Spicer• s murd0r, they 
force Pinkie to marry 3osc so that she could not legally 
testify agains·c hin in court.. ':'he .::rerging of the ti"iO 
cori..flicts is captured in the follo·:ring lines: 
"I \·ranted to b9 .f:-iend::.y 
1
11 GlJ.bi t·; said . rrA j olre' s 
a joke. ~ .. 1hen a na.:i 1 s ce "'tin& nc.::-ried, he oughta 
take a joke. n 11:.:arried? i1bo :na::-ried? 11 irpinkie, 
o.f course.n 11:;ot to tl1e l ittle gi::-1 at Snm·;1 s?" 
"Cf course. 1117 
This dialogue represents the compounded action -:·Ti thin the 
novel. One action--a rrrurder- -is le2ding to another strand 
o~ action--a marriagc- -and as they t~e toget~er, they 
enlighten and enla::-gc upon tho plot. The action brought 
about by the marriage ~s compounded by more move~ents, one 
being the co:lflict the.t arises :!.n the mind of Rose: 
She began to pr2y to hors elf: 11-:oly Mary, 
I·:oth.er o: God, 11 but tl1e::l s~1e sto:Jped--sbe Has 
in ~o::-ta:::. s::.n; i<; ;·as ro .;ood p:."2ying.l~ 
Compoundeci. action stands out 2.s c. distinct structure in 
Brighton J.ock as one c.c·cion is t:":.ed to anothe::- act::.on, c.nd 
so on. The nultip~e action e~lc::-bes upon and e:;vc-.nds the 
total plot stl'uctu:re o: the novel. ~·:hereas a murder prompts 
by each character o:: cc.ch o-chcr' s life. Thus, the novel 
r.:eets t~1e requ.irenonts :'or the conple:::: tragic p2.ot in th.at 
the no~el contains -:::..:.r...y strani:":.s o: c(!·cion tl1.at tie togetb.er 
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to form one main plo·c. 
Discovery is the next requirement of Goodman's complex 
tragic plot to be ~evealed. Since discovery re~ers t o the 
emergence of the hidden plot, consideration nust first be 
given to that plot structure into -:laich the hidden plot 1·~11 
merge o In B=ip,hton .Jock the apparent; plot is the murder-
!:lob- racket con:flic·; 1·;-ithi:'l Bri5hton; ho-;·1ever, t!~e hidclcn 
plot involves the spi::i t-ual turmoil 1·:ithin the soul of Pinkie : 
11:Jh.at do you meru:?" 1'Gi ve us peace. 11 He 
thought : there'll be tine enough in the years 
ahead--sixty yea::-s--to repent of this.. Go to 
a p::-iest. Sa:r: ' 'J'c:..the:::-, Itve cor.JLJitted ::mrder 
t1,1ice. And there "..·ias a gi:-1-- she killed herself. irl9 
This e:;rn-:-ple indicates 1.10-:1 the hidden plot is e:iergin;; and 
becoming part of the nD.in act:i.o:'l.. 7.he surface plot..:- involving 
the co:J.fl2.c·cs of ti:.c ~ob--is 110":·; joined with this secondary, 
hidden plot--tho coni'licts of Pin1\:ie, Rose, and God: 
11Last nit,;ht ••• the :1::.t;.ht bo:ore ••• you didn't hute 
ne, did you, fo:::- \:i12t -;-e did?ir l:e said: ni~o 7 I d.idn' t hate you. 11 rrEven ·chough it ~·ras a mor·cal 
sin?rt It i.·ms quite trl...1.e- -he haC.n 1 t h1ted her; 
:1e ~1c:.C:n' t ezcn :!B-c8C. t>.e 2ct e 20 
Through these quotc.tio~s, one can u:1dcrstand how the hidden 
plot e:ne::;:-ges into t::.e ·cotal ~.c-'cic::i o-:: the :level. The hidden 
plot involves the conflict that arises betwee:1 Rose and 
Pinkie bece.use of t.hc:i.::· forced mar::-ic.ge, e.nd t'1e resulting 
conflicts brought on b;:,.- t:1cir ncr:rl;- found aw·areness of God, 
truth, and each other. As <:\ st::-uctu::-e in 3r::.r;!·rcon Roe_;: 
discovery involves tne establ:ls.h~en-C of reason in Pinlcie 
19Ib::.d., p. 331. 
20-, ..; r "Lo..7 d;.::; • ' p • .) . • 
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a f ter passion spent :..tself. 
Ls a requircne::.1t o-:: Gooc1""1a."l' s c o:rcpl c:{ tragic plot , 
pit;7 invo:-,-cs the :;ucccss::..on or t;1c hidden to the c:ppar ent 
plot . Pity ::>esul ts :'ro:'.;'. the conte:n,:.o.tion of t~1e protn&o:iist 
in his ::i.e·r ::'Ol e, brief' as that role :r.ay be . Pity, as such, 
is not an enotion ou·c is an omoti 7e- li1-!:e reac tio::i produceC:. 
by a co~bination o~ sucb c~otions as joy, fecr, accept~ncc, 
and sorro-·r, ~s such is deduced fron an analysis of Plutch:.k 1 s 
enotive theory. Pity is best oxempr:·_:ied in these lines: 
"Step hil!:, u Dollo'·.'" cr:..ccJ.; it ··:-as::i 1 t any good; 
he -;·:~s a.t the eclgl"", h.e ···as m.rcr; tbey couldn it 
even hca~ a splash.2-
~-illen one co:rcemplate~ Pinkie's misfortu:r:e, considering his 
recent move toward re2.son and repentence--C?:way from sin--one 
has pity for him.. rear is :;iroduced by Pinkie's destruction. 
':hus, in t:i.is brief strand of' c.c·::;:::on, t~·TO rcQuire~ents of the 
c omplex tr2gic plot nre r:cto :::osc has fai led in getting 
FirJde to a priest, 2-l'ld in spite of her plea.ding and threc:tts 
that she ~::.;ht kill he~sclf, ?:.nk::..e, jv..:npinb over the side 
of the ::.ifi', droi:m.s ::.n the water belo:·r. Tl1e re~de::- hc.:s ;> i ty 
~or hi~ bec&use of t~e hopelessness that sur::-oundcd Pin.~ie's 
life, nnd fear is proCuced because F::..:Jkie is sor:ev;nat ::.::..ke 
the reeder. 
Lccord:'...ns to GcoU:-:2.I'.., -C!.1e resclu:c:'..on is tne forr:c..l 
expr ession of tb.e c2--Charsis. '.l:.:.c fo~c.li ty of t~1e r esoluti on 
in Br:i_ --i....--con :::tock is t~1e pern:lty -.-.-h::.c~1 is acceptcC:. by Pi::..l\:ic 
2.S 1,.;,.. -·~...J ~ecou.rse. :.L:n:cc?.:.citc2.~- ureceeds 
2l I" "' ' 3-2 - ---9.:!:£ • ' p • ) • 
his 51.licide i·s filled :·r..:. th emot::. vo ::.ntensi ty:-
Ee sc:-e2.::eci. and sc:reo.ne(1, 1·~it:1 .his hands up to 
his eyes; he turned c.r.d ran ..... he shra.rJl{-- shr2.nk 
in·to a . s. choolboy :f2.yinb in pa:i:::.c a.nd "Qain, 
~c,....,,rnr-1 ·'rig ove,.. a ·"e·"'c0 ru--...... -· ng on 22  .... CA.! ....... _._ _ _ .&. ~ - ..l .J...t.. ""' ' - .._ ... .-. • .i.-:- ~ • 
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Pin..~ie hc.s altcrn2t:.--e c~o::.ces, bi;.t he chooses to col'llr..it 
suicide. He makes t!le fin.al cho::.cc . The cathar sis is that 
po:.nt i·7here the e:i:oticns a:-e pi..'..:' gee":., and such ::.s t he case 
ir.:.. th Pir.kie •. Eis ero·;io:is are s;c:it. Like· ~ucrry. in A 
Burnt-Cut Case, Pinkie= s soul is b~1rnt-out. ~·::.thin a fei·r 
short :wo;::onts his p~s·; an.C. p::-esent c;.re dashed into nothing. 
The catharsis is comp2.ote ~ 
: n :lle r:cart o:: ~1:.~ :to:~-'.:;er, t~ere exists ~ great 
anou.."11.t c:r philosophi.c.?.l e.ncl theologicc.l speculation which 
mc:kes up the hidden a:2c. 2.p!Ja::'ent strands of action . As is 
characteristic of Greene" s tragic ;·iorks, the protagonist 
is i nvolved in pro"olem.s within his environment and within 
hi~self o The surface ac~ion i~volves a man nc:.med ·Scobie, an 
assistc.nt police conl!:issioner in a i.·est African coas'i:;al town, 
·who falls in love for ·~he ::: eco:id t::.:nc :-
''You· 11 never r.2::-::-:,.- rae., 11 
nI co.n't. You ~::ic·.- th2·co I'm a Catholic. 
I can't ha-vc t:·iO ~;:_ vcs on 
"It's a ~.rnnc1er::'nl c:;.;:cuse,n she said .23 
This su.r:'ace act=:..o:i o:: the co:nple:: tragic plot :'inds passion 
yielding to pity an6 .. d.is:1o:ier. Scobie forso.}:cs his wife 
Louise and h<:ls a.n "-:::'.:'a:'..:- - .~:_ti! a i·-o::an named :?::elen. T'nis 
one part o:' the su:-::'ace actio:i co:r.!oines 1-ri-:h the hidden strands 
22-~; d _:,)_ . 
The 
23Grahe.n Grce::;G< ':"'he 
-v ·~ --j -n ~ p~ ,... C""' 1 r'\' ~ (" ------u .1. e->...,, -;; -t- J, p .. 
Eea:--':: o-:: ·cn.e Zat -'cc:' (rew York: 
193. 
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of action which invol-e Scoo::.e~s ::!.oss- or faith ::.::i hinse:f 
and in God. He beg::.:is to :-1::.cs i-:G-.ss -:o:: insufficient ren~ons. 
Ee accuses ne:i of bo::.ng ego·c::.st::.ca:, selfish, ev::.1, anC. 
igr:ora:it. Scobie~c 5 ... ~.::.1-~ co:Jes to t~e surface \·:hen his 
fr~end Yusef dies: 
I've ~dlled you at t!!c end o::' ·cncm. God lay· there 
under the petrol dri.:.ns and Scobie felt the tears 
in h:.s r:outh, s:-.l·c ::.n the c:rac::s of lips. :-ou 
ser-ed ne a..-1d I d:._d this to :;ouo , You -:rnre fc..i thf'ul 
to me, 2.nd I woul d:n ' t ·::;::-u::: t you. 2'7 
Thus, ::mcb. 1:7..:cc the p:-::.est in ':he ?o· .. ·cr ~ tb.e Glory, the 
torment l.ii thin Scooie • s soul energes as the hidden strands 
o:f action. Such 1::.nes as those Qt:oted above ::..na.icato the 
presence of :i:?any, intc::-relatcd stra:n.6.s o:'.:' act::..on within the 
novel. Each of the ::.ncidents lc:.C.s to other ::.ncidents and 
in such ::lanner The Hen::-t g;~ ti1e :'::ttcr fulfills · the 
requirements for Gocci:--2n ts complex ·crcgic plo·t;. 
Seriousness is foli.r.~ i~ the ~nc~cas~ng n~:Dbe= of 
Scob:.e had an illic:.~ ar.r~:~, but he h~s also los~ stature 
in his posi·cion, and. a :r::.c::id o:: n.:..s is in love "i·:ith Louise, 
Scobie 1 s m;n ~·iif'e. n,.., beccncs a·,·:-a:-e o~ this nei·: confl:.ct 
in a conversation ;;itb. his id:fo: 
"Poor ·,.;-:.ls on ?" he s2.:.C., rr1 t~in:.{ he's in love 
··1· ··-•.., you t• 1'-Tc ~-n· ..; -..,1,.s '...-,-.. .• s .. r~J- ts a r.ood \V l,, I,,1 e _ J. ..,, -.l......i.,,. -.J.V - e - V b 
·chi::i.; for him ~-o::. c.:-e t:;oi:i&. People like that 
beco:-:e a n:::isa:icc :".n t.h:.s c::.natc. : : 11 be 
1:-·· nc't +o hi·,,1 '··1.., ·· 1 e --o,, ....... c ..... --..... - r·2c-____ ""' ..... "·-~ ....... - .. v v .. ~..... .. ..: ... 3. ,,) 
Thus, t~e conflicts "l!'e r:ll:.lt:l!,'l:i.ed :..n that not only Scobie 
21.:.-- . ~ 
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has an affci.ir, but t~1erc :..s that possibility that hi s wife 
will al so have an a::'::'o.ir. k'ov.:id such conflicts Greene 
1-.-eaves an intense sp:..r:.. tual dr2I!la •·rh:.c:'l constitutes the hea:-t 
of the novel. St-:.ch coni'licts bct-:·:-ccn Scobie and his 1·life 
a r e increased by his visits to the local brothel: 
The brothel ·was a t:..::-roofed Jl1-"'1balow half\·ray 
do~:n the hill on ·c~e rieh·c- hand side. In the 
dry se2son the girls sat outside ::..n the gutter 
like sparrows: they chatted with the policeman 
011 duty at the tcp o? -~he i1ill. 26 
Such lines i:idicate ti1a·c Scobie s habits leGve much to be 
desired. 3e is 2 :ra.scc.l, e. scapegoa:t, a traitor, and a. hero, 
all in or..e; however, thrOUf:h the r:any conflicts that make 
~P the seriousness o~ tbe novel, Scobie acquires the 
characteristics of a trneic figure. 
-~;ithin the p:::..o·: struct""J.re of the novel , seri ous ness 
r elates to compounded acticn i~ tbat the protagonist Scobie 
has r:.any :..n-~e:-e.ctions- --::.-ch h:.s s::.pc:-iors, his l .. :ife, his 
mistress, his ch':lrch, and 11::.s God. One strand o:: ac·::t.on i s 
found ::.n the first p~ses oi' the :level. Scobie lear:as that the 
Commiss::.cne::- of the :"'ol::..ce force ::.s retiring. Scobie is told 
that :'le has been :pc.ssr-( 07e:- <:>=1d -:r.l.11 not be chosen as a. 
replacer:ent: 
11She sa~s -c.ne Go~i~~:.".oner'~ re·c1ring, . and th~y~ve 
passed you o7er. 11 1·1:e:- h:J.s :)c:!d talks -coo :mucn in 
11::.s sleep. 11 • :s ::.·: t:-:.:.e? · :·?"es. I' vc ~~noi':'l it 
--ror iiGel·:-s. •-·- c."on".'...., · ·- -,...,.·-~-e... a.·e~.... rr..a11-- ·-..... ..,,, - v .-...i. v .. -.l.'. J J - ' c;.....J.. ' \:,,; - ... • • 
Louise sc::id, ·-:·:::.1 ::"..'-~-er be 2ble to shm;- =Y fnce 
::i·1- +no c1-,1 .... .,,r.,,-: .., ::2? ... v v__ _ .. i...,1 t;L 0 \...t..---• 
of the no\"'el . 'Ihesl'"\ =..:..nes le~d. to a r:;.r.1our t:1at Scobie :.s 
going to ::::-etire, bu·c 2:e den:. cs t~1P..t ::'1.·.r:our. The con::'lict 
touches Lou::se in that such a move will lo~·rcr he::- social 
posi t i on9 a..'l'ld for .hcr-- t.h.e city inte:.lec·:;ual--the r esults 
~vould Oe devastat::.11.;. t ... s part o"!:: t:1e CO:r:J.pounded action, this 
conflict con-'.;ri bu-Ces to ·:;no conflict bet~ .. teen Scobie and his 
-.·Tif e: 
ttDon: t be 2.bsi::rd
1 
C.o..rl:'.:.ng. T:fuo do you t~1in1;: 
I l ove ....... I don' c 2.o-c yot-:..? 11 "Yot1. don't lo\-e 
anyboC::.y. '? nrs t:1at --;b.y = -::-eat you so bad:.:y-·/ :I 
;:re .:..-r>.·!'.'>r"'! +-o ~12; -·- "' --· r.i1··- no'·e -;,n,:; i···- "'o~ · -nc."'led 
.i v- _<;,;u, v • v -- ;;:,- )< - v ' c; ... v. {, .::> ¥...:~ 
hollo·.·i , - ~P""c"r -::·'- ·,~ , 2o ' -, ~ ~~ \: .. V ---~•• 
Thus , the :;:ossibili t:r o:: 'b'"'ing m;cr:.oo:ced o.s a police 
conmiss i o::icr b::-i!lgs on n:.t:"y compl:':..cc.tions, one being the 
rekindling of Scobie 1 s old quo.rrel Fith his wife . The 
conflict intensi.f:.i..es as Lou:..se acc1:.scs hin of iiantin.G her 
d d b .L. h ., - ' '. . ea , Uv __ e c.enics -c.n:..s cnarge. As one action ties to 
another, so 2..s co:'"":-io:41.c:ec actio::i structuxed wi t~1in the novel. 
Cne ::i:ids t!:e clc:::e:'."t of d::.sco-·ery projected in 
Scobie is grc.dual a:nli:::;f'.ten"1ont as to h::.s Oi·m sit-J.ation. 
Scobie -~:r..O.erste.nds the.~ ::::.s ~ob ::.::; ::n dan&er of beini; taken, and 
that he is in C:.C'nc;o::- ~: losin0 h:':.s -·-i :Ze. .Sv.cb an m·;2re::ess is 
pa:rt o=: the app<:?.rEmt u:::.o-C. 5o-:•re-..;er. tl1e hidden plot invol ve3 
He coulc1. hear r~t'.1.0r :'":'De close the door of his 
box, <.:ncI no.use'1 t-;·;ist0·~~ .b.::.:: ".~2in on his knees o 
"O Gor- II 11e s"·· a· ::-~-"' .; . ..,,.,.·-~·"C:., I 51..,o·u'rl a'"''1"'.r1 on 
..... ~ - G._ ~ __ ....._ ' - · .._.. .., ' • - - --- \. rJ~- -l 
:,-ou, .:_;".m.isb : .. e, o-;::: let ·;;!:e O~~ .• lC:::'S get SO::'e hC?.p:JiTiess • 1129 
_..., 
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only hims el:' b:.1t a:::.so o.2 :'l:':.s f::::-::.cnd::;. ft:: ·-·i.ough he hnd 
forsaken God, l:..e nm; -:;:-~es ·co f::..:-'C. h:':.s •:ray back e This 
n:erc;ins o::' appa:'en'!: p=._o··- 1J::.tb. 21::.c:c:.en plot cons ti tutez t~J.e 
requirenent of d::.sc0-:-er;y--, c.."1 cleme:'1:i:: which is re- emphasized 
in the episode which :::ads Scobie secretly :::neeting h'.2.:; 
lover, Eelen: 
Fie ~co:: li.er 1,;rists a:lr1 !.1cld them furiously. Re 
said. '1You can'lt t;et out o.:' it ·::;ha·::; v-:D.y. I 
beli e-;e, I t cl::. :-o·..i. I bel:. e1-e t.ha t I'm da:inod 
~o~ "11 ~~e~~~~~-~-~~e~~ ~ ~i~~-~1e h~""ens •80 ...Ii. - c:._-. VV -· ·-V .. Y ....-...,;.,. .t. _ ...:..>V - l;J. -C.- CA.!J.!J - o 
Ti:tese lines indicate ·ct.at Scob::':.e is <:twarc of his predicament. 
In such I:anner, t::c co,...,:'lic-Cs fo-.::::i.'1 ::.n the ~idde:n. plot nerge 
-:.-Ti th the co!lflicts fou;:y1 in the appa::::-ent plot. Scobie' s 
inner con.:lict becomes ::-ic-.rt o'!: h:':.s a.:fai.r wi tn Rele:i, c:.:::iC. 
he su:fers accord:':.ngl~-.. Ee ':.ran-::;s to c;et O."':Tay f::-o;i the 
affair, the n:arria;e :,:-i::-oblcn3, the inner::- conflicts, and in 
Fi ty is pG!'cei~ed 1'ii.1en one sees Scobie i:i his ne1·; 
role . 'E1at ne~ .. , :::-02..e ::.r-.-o: vcs Seo b:':.c" s perception o.f h:':.s oi:·n1 
guilt, a guilt tha:c he has br01.:ght upon himself. He searches 
for the truth, and i:::::: b.:.s search, ···e begin to pity h i s 
alr.103t useless cf:or~G: 
::::ven !=>el:'-pL;:~ -. .-2'" C::m::.cd :i:__:::: °',Jl"'cause he l-i:ne-.r 
so e:-:c.c ::;1y the cz··~oi:t of h::.s gu::.l t. He felt 
cs thouc:;h he '1::.d e:~::.le( hi:-:1self so dec:oly in 
tl:.e ci.ese:-t t11.:,t :ii::; s::::.11 h8.d t:u.:0:1 on t~e 
coJ_our of t:1e sanc. .. 3:!. 
The rec:.i.d.cr pi ties -:.incn he perceives Scobie is :r.!isfortunes , a 
series o::' co.nfl:':.ctG :.:;na·::; sec:::. to be ·coo much i:o::' one man to 
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bear. Pity is inten::;i:ieC: 0ecause t:1.e lines :.ndicate tnat 
self-pity is denied Sco0:.o, so ::.ntensc is his mm. euilt, ar.d 
so vivid is his pe:-ceptio:: o:r -Ch2 ··:; 5~1::.1 t.. Becc::.:.se ·:::he reader 
is like Scobie, he beg::.ns to fear for Scobie s existence. 
':'hat fear begins -.-!he::i Scobie accc-ots the fact tnct he is 
going to die: 
rfis brc.in '1.-ras clear, bu.t the ne::ves tin£;lcd 
froir. h:..s shoulC.e:::.~ to his i::r:.s~. Ho thought: 
I have cone to the e:'lc:o ~.11at yec:.rs had p~ssed 
since he -.;·alkecl l"'.) tbroug~ ·:::he rain to the 
:~iss...,::. ~11.1.t, i 7hila the sirens -:·:-ailed: the r;oment 
of h2;•rinc sso It -;;c.s time tc die after so many 
years • ..)2 
Fear is .intensified because Scobie ::.s so a.'1.W.re of his 
predicar.1ent and bec~use he is both physically and mentally 
sick. He searches fo::' so~e final t:iroad of hope and the 
re2der fears that he r:..2y not fii1c'. tb.at hope, tne.t :final 
redempt::.on. Th!'ou.gh their comi.11ents nnd elabo::-aticns, the 
speakers in the novel i:i:~:ccr:sify the pity and fear within 
the novel; as onlooke:-.."'s, they ncy project an ori...-i:::.scient 
point of vie-:·1. 
'::he resolution o"!: t:1is :novel is f'orrr:ally expressed in 
the catharsis. Th:::.s Tio~ent, e~:pressed at Scobie's decth, 
begins so:::e t:::.me before h:::.s death in order t:1a'!; rraximum 
emotional intensity c&n be projected. The resolution begins 
in sone lines, rc&c1 to Scobie ~oy h::s -;,.,r:::.fe: 
-, 'e are falling o :'h:.s :1an{" s ~c.lling too--all 
hz.ve -Chis falling s::.ck::wss :i.o::Je -.-:-i ti.1st&nds. 
And -ret: there ' s c..:.-:·:-c:.·rs C::}e -·:::osc gentle 1:8.!X~s 
tn' 1s"i:1:r· ,,,..c,..s..., 1 "'....,ll-"~1 .c- C..., . ..., •.·- r,.,< ~-'1r>Ot:'•:'.1 33 - - v ..... <... • .J.. ..._ c...----··o c.;....... t,., ...... '-l-- Lt .... -- · <..:>-- • 
32"'.'"- - " 20"' ~- Jl0. • ' p O / JD 
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II:1!:1ediately after this action, Sco"5ie takes the pil::!..s anC: 
dieso He tries to p-::ay but God e-vadcs his memory. 3e falls 
but does not feel b.:'.'_s -.:>od:- strike the .'.:'loor. In this final 
purg:.ng oz the eno·c:..cns, the cathars2.s is presented. Thus, 
the forma:ity of t:"le reso:utio:n is ccrr.::.:;lete o 
the appa.rent strands of 
action ru...71 paral:!..e:. to several, hidden strands o The ti;ro 
strar:ds--ap~a:-ent and hidc"ic:1--o:f the plot are !:loved by 
dif'ferent cha:-ac·cers o:: both a ::-ec:l and super::?J.atural nature. 
A multiplic::ty of con:.:'12.cts e~sts between the protngon:'..st 
Querry, a f~mous CJ.rc·1:::.tect anO. :notorious lover, a:1d the 
you...TJ.g Earie, and later, ;:.."ile. :'ye:: er. In e.ddi ticn to the 
conflicts presented b~r these st!'~r:ds of action, other 
conflicts are ::-eprese:ited by Quer:r~- 1 s conflic·c \·•ith God, 
an eschatological prob~em which i~c:.udes a loss of belief 
in Goel. and a loss of fee:.:'.'..ng ~or that Goel. Tnis novel 
fulfills Gooc:man 1 s recru.:'.'..::re!'1cn-;s ::o::- "'..:;he com:ple::c tragic plot 
in that any one act::.on leads ·co c::J.ot~:.er action that 
increases t~e emotion2l intGnsity o~ that action and puts 
the begir..ning in a no-; i·· Gh·i;--anot:1cr situational conflict 
A req1:i.irem0n"'c or Gooclrrcm • s com::--le::: tra:;:'.'..c :;;lo·c is the 
ele:ce!lt of seriousness 1·;~'1ic~2 :-epresent:J the i:1c-,,co.s::.n6 
involvewe:J.ts of confl~ct~ o~ criseso The l~ns~age st:7uct~res 
reflect e:-:otive intensi"'cie'"' i:n p::opo::-tion to the deepcr..ing 
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indi vidual i·;i thin :1::.:--.scl:'. the intensity of 
doctor: 
"Voes he ~ . ;ant us to ~la."Lle GoO. ~o-:: love? 
-~ ~~e~n ~~ ~ Goe.- ln~ 
...... _ , ... ,. - ~ - .., ~· ' '-' I, 
be innocent, ::':; :::.eas-::;. Co.,...,e 8.- ·ay, Colin, 
you are. conve;r .. c~( .. <:tnd eel. ~.e-ve you.rs elf an 




This languaga rep~esents tbe ~ent~l complexities exi~tent 
in Querry's ni~d. ~he s~r~cusne;,s of the novel goes nearly· t o 
the er.d o:: +:~e .,,o~ol • "'-· - ..... _~ 
exrunple is olfe:rcd as to ·c!1c g:rm:i.!Ji; seriousness ~. -i thi11 
the novel· 
"I i·dsi:l you 1 G. to:..d ::'e <:. ronc.nt::.c s tor:-. JCl t!.J.e 
same, it -~ook -:.:- ::J.:~:-t: ~f::- tb.in.::-s. r1 She &::_£;gled 
under t!'le s:1.0c·i;. nr could ~lT::o::t say to n::.::, 
Cou, ,,·1 1 !. I -:- 1 ...,'" ···'=' • c.~ "'"0~1-'- ·'"he n~ r.11'- ~-oc-e··-~er - -· v ' v ... it.AV "'\;,; ·~.,.."' ... _l,, V.... --o- V t,, b V.!..L 0 
...... 0 --o•i +-:.-.-;niir .J-n· ..,.:.. ;.,,.,rd r1·i-:-o1"CCI ~e? I c--- .......... os('.'.\ ""o-1· ...J J 1ri.1.. V.LJ.- .U\. V ,.,_ tJ ..i.... U.- \; - - .u • tJ ..... ;.J -~ ._, ~·.J. V • 
,..,~,e C'1u.,..,c'1 ··o-" 1 ·- a- - o· · a~1--o··c" .-·10 Cht, ..... c~ c ~ -r~ .... ,._ - u. !. \, _,_ .., - -- " .- v .I. c • -- -- .<,J.. .;._ u ........... ' 
the Cb.u::-ch ortle:.·s ~ ••• ·1.)5 
T_n -:·n' -_: s " .., v :;._e .. _e, 
tragic ~ ·ork, cis C-oodnan do::':".nes t!'!c ·cc rm. 






S . . -:,:en g:::-ow:...ng 
~o . 
cor11,lex t r ar,ic plot i~ f'ound in t he many interaction~ cf t-~8 
protagonist Querry uith hi mself, God , J.larie , Hme • ..'.\yckc.r , 
N. Rycker, and the physical environment. Such compounded 
action is found where one action leads to anot her actio~ 
that puts t he beginninb in a new light. For instance, after 
Querry's affair with Mme . Rycker, her husband , aware of what 
has happened , exchanges words witn Querry: 
"Nothing has happened, Rycker . 
kissed your wife. She doesn't 
that way •••• '' "It's lucky for 
violent man," Rycker said.36 
I haven't even 
attract me in 
her I'm not a 
Such dialogue repr esents one part of the compounded action 
of the story. As t he ot her strands of action--Querry's 
conflicts with God , himself , Mme. Rycker, and the physical 
environment--tie together , so does such action lead to t he 
eventual death of Querry. Querry finds his "escaperr in the 
African plantation but loses this peace of mind in spending 
the one night with Mme. Rycker. His night with Mme . Rycker 
brings on more confl ict, or compounded action : 
"May I ask you, N. Querry, from now on to 
away from our house? " "You don't need to 
that. Ee very carefUl yourselves of that 




The episode is ironic in that Querry complicates his life 
and forsakes his own newly-found peace for one illicit affair . 
The affair leads to a direct encounter with M. Rycker , and 
the compounded action of the entire episode leads to the 
beginning of Querry 1 s end--his punishment, his death . I n 
36I bid ., p . 167 . 
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sti_ch lines, this novel :'its GooG::::c..:'l" s requirements for 
compoundcC: action -:.r ..'.:c:1::.:i the st:·uct-;;.r<:;; of tho con:plex 
tragic plot. 
The third require~cnt o: Goo~uo.n=~ com,le~ tragic 
plot is tnat of discove=. • Discove:'y i~volves t~~ cnergence 
of the hidden plo~. E,~r"···-"'1··- ,,..as,... .... .l. .. l, "1,..· L,.t, ~' tii.e apparc:::.t plot 
monopolizes the spectacle and proceeds in prope::---in ter::;s 
of the t:rc.gic -;o:rk--c..::::.c1 -Cen:ro:-al seq_l::.enco to the end of the 
novel; the apparent )lo·c ::.:T".-olves Ct;1<"'::-ry~ s search for a new 
1 i J..C>e a life of' i n·'.-ec-"'.""'·~ +...,. '""'n' e n' .: r~ r"' en nlo'- en1eT'ges as - - ' ..... - _ ,. v b- - v.r • - .i. .!.-U.u. - y .., . - . 
Querry 8 s co:ri.i'lic·c with::.:n hins0l::', t:1e disccvery of 1;hich leads 
to his mm deatho Ce:'"cc.::.n :t:ey l::.nes indicate that C)lerry 
recognizes h:'..s mm s:.:cuat:.'.on--·J.;he C:iscovery--a.nd expects 
·.:hat is ultinately go::.ng ·co hc.ppen: 
Querry said, tiSom8°Jod:,:- is co..ll::.:ig out tnere. I 
thought for a ::o-:e:r;., it w2s :!!:- nc:.i!:e ••• o .DU"t one 
a:::xays soens to ~ca:- o:le • s 0-;:1 nGr..e, whatever 
2.:r:yo:1e :-eally calls 0 =-c o!lly :ieeC:.s a syllal:>le 
J .. o -:...e .!..n' e s"'r.~e • ·c :=i.,..,c s·uc1~ ego·:...; s ··-s '•38 L. I.; L. c:..... • • c:._ --' 1,,_ L. • 
Th .!..h us, 1., .... e and the discovery takes place. 
Querry recognizes th2.·~ he r.:c;.y soon {ie. Shortly after his 
conversation with :Jcc-Cor Colin, Quer:-y gets into a::i argUir..ent 
with Ryc:-;:er. The t--o ::en e::cnange unpleasant -;·ords, ec:.ch 
learning r;:ore about t .. 1c o·~::o::-, 02 .. ci1 :caking his 0-.71 final 
discove~y: 
n~·o-::'12.::g that I cz.n s2y would ever anr;er t:1e Querry·, 
i·;m;.ld it? Ee 1 s so in.fe::>nally ::..nmortant .. ho· .. ; cov.ld 
he care i·:ha·c -;;:ie r:ere rranc:i.t;er o-::- a paL111.:o:.1 .fc-:ctory--
I v-v-e ;r:.·o+' ~n ;.,.,, . ...,o ..... -·-a1 so-~1 -,... ,..,~,c·, ~s --o-- C> 1 erry 11 - ~ c. -~~~ - v - I,) __ '-••J ," .... ·- c.. y l... ·'""· 0 
"'8·~ . .. so ..) .. , Po - /0 
c-.n 'be Geel· s 
Tb.cse li:ies :..:r:d:..ce.tc he 
has :!CJ.de his o-:·;n discc--c::-y e Ifo~e:n:c~ 2.a-'cer, C:.J.erry :.s ki:.led 
by nyc:-rnr, a nove :>rowp·ceC:. by tb.e mis:.nterpr ct2.ticn of a 
a recurring pattern in G:-cc!le as t::-a .... ic -:-orkz-- -!::he p::-ot:i r-0 .... :· st 1 s 
£'inal recozm ·cion of his fate 0 s~J.C.''l ~ structure reveals 
the tone of Greene"~ longt1~&e. 
t he a&ent--ir: t:-1i ::- c2 s e, ':t:.crry. 




P-- -·---...... "'w - .-.. _r_1 _~e~~-· ----~ r ~--~1~ ~-~ c~~n . ~ ;.; ~~~ · 
elemen-"cs C 0 -01 • /")"" -!·..., ~ ,.. .:: c ""!- - ""'"'.. v • • ' c - -.~ot :-elate directly to 
next clct:offc to 
"9r - --: _- 0~~ - , 
40_.b:_c. .' 
Goodn:c11 a~gucs t~at the 
defined er~ot::.ons us ~::.-:;:- c.nd .::'e"1:-. 
.• ~ __ .., tb.e formal 
7:utchik cons::.dcrs 
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an emotion, suc~1 on cnot:::.vc-li}:e react::_o:n rni;;h~c be p::-oduced 
by a combinat:::.o:ri 0:f such eI!lot::.o:ns ...,,. ··o--..... ~ "' .I' f'cnr, c.cccptancc, 
sor:-o;·; o The 
~.fi.1ich in this novel is tho cleatl1 of ':"J.crry. As i·;as the 
!ie C:oes 
~ii.1at :1e sl:.ould not do ir: ·c.ho f'::..:'!al ep::.soclo - "i.~ct. :i..:..'!le. :tycker, 
but he 2cts ~r..:.11ing1:-. ::c nn-cicir:-:ces his fate b"J.t n2kes 
his In the catharsis 
takes place; ho-:·:e·-,....:i, pr~cccd:i.:--; the c2:~hars::.s ::. s a final 
using -.:i.p of t:1e e::iotions. As a doc=eG ~&n, Que::-ry brings 
his mm just:'...ce and finc.l p-..:..:1.:'..s.h"'1~::1-:;, his m:n. end- -a bu!'nt-
out case. 
an adulterous loze .., {'J"'-:> .• ,., -- .!. u __ ? c. lo-;-c -.r·1::.c.h turns to hate, and 
God. t ., l . . 1 .:.. . . . ., ~ - . ...-!.5 -c11~ co:'."'r_0x ·::-c::.:::.c p_o:... :.s cons-cruc-cea, .ue:mri.::, 
the centr.::l characte:-, :r:ccs E0nr~- anci his w:'...fe, Snrz.h . 
me~ntime, :::-uspic:'i.o:i, 
i ;i th:.r.. him : 
I :."..f"..'"' .-::rec. ::.n. -~::c2c c1.2.y,.. -C~1c:.·c c.'1:- su:'.:'fer::ng she 
i...1..:.1.der-:-on~..:; \·:ou.ld li:-1:··~':?:1 mir:·"', :::......,,.~ i.::' s:10 ·,:1e1~e 
cJ.e:>d I co0.1r: be f:- \;o·.:.::( :::0 lo:iger ir~~g:.ne 
a:::.l ~::.c ··.:::::.::::gs c~1e CQCS ir:ia;;::.i:c U"J.dc:r my :."..;!"oble 
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ci:::::'cL:..-.s·;ances. .... co:::.ld e•·e::::i _:..::e poo..., silly 
Ve':'!'"'.. -.L -'-'10'"""·-.-·- .: ·" S-:- - ...,·,., ···e-e c"'e.",. ... 1.:-1 
~! .l-- ,y ' ._,__ --._,-... v' -- "·- ........ .. - . , ......... -0 
f o:-n in that 
~any strc.r:c1s o~ actior:. com.oirn=- ·co ::'o~ ·;;:1e ovcrci.11 structu::-e 
of the plo~, Q :plo·c ;;:1::.c::. o!l the surf2c0 r::..nds Bendrix in 
:Jenc:rix 1 s C.~si::ce 'i2.S neare:- hatred 
2.go.in -:-muld. he be able ·co enjoy a >70illC'..:.J. 1,1i thout love: 
Eendrix i:>egins to :1.ate '.:"'.rc-.h because 2e 1·:ished to thin:.c she 
did not lOiC hiB~ 
'but he ue.s caur:bt., '"'pn--c~~ co~1n11· c·'c~ ,. · l "'-...:.. .i.-v ... v' 
• e · • 1 · · 1 · o_·,., r,o-, ~ :'! ..(" • ' J ".r' • co~pr:..s -enc comp c::;;: ·c::-ag:...c p_o·c .::.dQ ,::£S 2=. i.D.Q _;;...=:_?i~. 
~tlth 2 project~u ·'-hn-C\ ....,.,.,,_ ......... - C:-cc~1c 
the love of God c:-n be rep:r"'sc:nteG. ir. e".r:.l and l~J.st. Ti1e 
conple:-ci ty 0:7 the :::-'lo·~ is r<=!prescnted by the adultery on 
the sur::'ace G.nci. tr:e ::-ol:.gious co::xf::..ict beneath t·:e ~urface. 
t...L.. 
' I 
Bendri:: ~s referred to as ·;he i::.ng-..:.::.stic structure of 
<"' e··~ i· OU~-,-:..-. S --r•...,..: ,...•, v ..:.. ,.;:, ... -~ ' ..... Lv __ :':.s :__""re c::.a:'ac-:;e~'.'::.. zeci by intensely-
e:::oti Tc l:.:.ngua.ge .. i'o·"; c:1ly docs aO.:.:..:. tery serve as one 
Co.,.., ·"1 "' ...... + -.--\ ·c' h-i...., +i-. e .,,.,o--'"'' "lu·'- ::ll ro o·'-}-,er~ ,.,,-; ... ~- ; n tl1'"' -..l - -\...v \/....._ ---'- J.. v ...... .1.: V\..::> .J.-' - lJ. c:._v ' l,,.a..L .... ,_.l\. __ ._,t,., -- _ \,;> 
Col)l"'l-ic·'-s "pe~---oen ne,.,a·,..;-- .......... ,...od -- V '°' It: -- JJ ··- -- -J\.. e>.~.z.C:. V j :Scndr:':.::;~ a:1c1 Sare.h, 
Suc~1 conflicts 
are represented in tho 10:..::i..oT·i~ns 1:..nes ~ 
Jealo\..:.~y, 
onl~- -:i t21 
•.-·ere fond 
or so : lla-e o.li·:e.ys bGl:..cved, e:::ists 
desire. ':he Old TestG.nent write~s 
Of' usi·, ,.. ··-·..,,.... ---orc"C' i· .... J·e -=-10~, ... c·o~ .. - --•o V-•~ . -~ • ._, ....,_,;, .._.., 
"' ""d nc··.,."1~p,.. ~-'- · ·!1- ··- .. .-.. 0 1· .,.., .... o,"'c-1""" !l~c· o"plic-,t"'\ , . .,.--,.. c;;._~ i -'- .l. "-· u ..i. v • ;:, v • .1.- _ •• _ • ..,, • .:. <;<..;..a., ___ .;."'-'- '-·.! 
of e::p::'es sing "bel.::..c:? ::.n -'chP love o:.:' GoC: fo:r ::an .. 
But I Sl"'..'iJ"OOSe :ci-:c::-e C'.::' J c . .::..:fore:n:c ~::.nds o: cles:.re 0 
i r '"!"" ~ C""' "' --a - - "'-"!: ' r - ... ..... f"" ,.., ~ -, '"' - ··-..., d ~'-' ., 1 ""' . ..,. ..._ .-1y c.c i .. o _.o . . ., i • .;.a ... r-r _<.-.,.LC l,,.!.1.c..-.n ~ove~ c:..-Ct 
1-7,.., .,,..,...~r I ·..., ... ,- ..... l':l'"'"'o-:... ··-o -.)C ... ~ e-'"e ·"'.,..,om ~.-·.,,., .:.. c.· .... .... .., 
... _iv; ... ..._" l't J._C - .,. J ..... u ....... '..I -- I/ - ..._ \ __ .... V UC.._..~ .... 
O~.,C"" ··ol Q~ ¥"e hari .., o ·-'7 C'"''""' 0 C.!." ~-o ·'."'en1 '"'n·--- - v -- J...... ' """""' ...I.. -J.., :J ....,, .. ) "'"" v -L. \,,;;; ~ -- J 
i)n, y ... -~ c--1 d'"''"' ·i " C ·~o-~ ·..,,.., -r> l..! • ..;J - ...J - c...1o _ Y..;.J -- - J.. ·- - ~ 
The comp2.cA:: ties o: ·c:1.::..s ac-C:i...on revol vc a!'ound tt:e af'±'eir 
of nendrix and Sare~~ 
=~e novel p~escnts ~he 
affair as a pa:'ado::.. =c:.1C:.:-iz is a hesi tan·:: lover bec~use 
him in tl:e e'1d for Godo The i~1crec;:s:.ng conflic·cs o: 
Bendrix and SaralJ., -':;te serio"!.ls:J.ess, are represented :::.~ 
I co'i12.d .::..~a~=-!~? ~ Gee jless~ng her or a ~od 
lov-inb hero : .• 1e:i ::;:: b0c-;.~:i J:;o --r::'vo ou.r story 
do•·'11 : ·~l:ought : - ·e.s -.-::?::.:~:~::::;; a ::-("\co:r.>d. o-:: :-iat0, 
but so:r::cho··· t::e :12-Ce h2..s go·c "1is2.aid., and c.::.2.. 
I 1:no· .. - is t.i.1.nt in '"':Ji·~c of' he:- :--::'...stc:1:es, ar+,. 
he:- U....""l:r>e:::..iabil:..t~- s:1c \·-as be·c·ce::::- ti1.£.n :iost. L,-'+ 
1.s is 
indicz.tec~ b:- the a-oo-~ q1;1_oto:'c::.on, Snrui1. ~ s search is for 
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sor:1eti1.ing more th<"'.:1 ?b.ys:.cal love. She soon finds thci.t her 
love for Benc~:>ix ·Kas c:-L..··.l a ::i:reli_~_de ::'or he:- loye for Goe.. 
~:yJ..s, in 112.::.d::.:!"lg ·::o ·cl1e :-csolut:..0:.1., seriousness is fulfilled 
by the increasi:J.g :::;;.n:bcr o:' coiU'l::.c·cs t:1at ta}:e ploce -:'ii tb.in 
characterized by ~.;:·20 ~ro".':ing or:iotiye intensity of the 
place bet:·reen tho p::::'ot~ :;0:1:.".st J:c:;.dr::.x., z.nd Sa::::'ai.1., :ienry, and 
Godo Al though Ber:(.~:':..::: cn6. Hen:-~- a:::..-:0st come to blo-·.,.s on 
~cttle tneir dif::'ere~ccs . 
3en:-y l:no-··s - rhe.t hci s oec:i goi.:::i:; o:;., but he does not cetre. In 
her lies. 
::e '.:'cc ides to ~C'eac. a l l 
e:ntJ:':'..0S 0 -f" n~-.., ..... ~- -
i+'-i-11 ... --, a - c. ~ 




~::i.s misur-derstood Sara~'l, c.nd that her sea::-ch for love -:,.;as 
~ot o!Ly physical -· • ., ';'1;.>-'-~, ......... --- --- '-'"'"-"'' ns - .~~- 1 ----· 
after, Benci.ri:;;: learns -;;~1~·; S~rah is (eB.c~ o ::::n the religious 
Cere'7"'on-.T .l.h~·'- ·-:-011 o-··s - -·J IJ ...... <..:. v - --- \I ' =ore o.ntagon~sm surf~ccs ~n the 
nind. of BonC.:rix: 
I suppose the Go~~ocsional tc2ches a ~an to 
"""'CC'"'r-r::·i r-r:-. h-tc ..... n ·..,01 u.,, h--· s ·-...,...-n/~ 0--1+ .. ~o --,...n,..y 
J. '-o ;.~,,:.,~ .L-<.:<. . o •-I.;; •.l - · .l.-- L·'-·--"4 1..1.V \, -
and turned his back oil :nc., I ~·rantc( to s<J.:- ·co 
hir:, 'Iou 1 re i.·r.rong a·ccl'rc E1e. J:-c: s not :::Jarc.h : 
h2.te. .P.nd you ~:re >·::::-one; a·om.rc !i~n:;:-:- -'coo. .tJ.e is 
tn. e co-;--~-- ..... -·-r..,.. -,,o--- ·-e .L- - • ..., ,., -ca· to de "'encl ---se1 f - -- - \..-.. ., \Jl.J..1..' -- v J.J. • ··-J.·"" -.L - ..... -
i;T 1o-e•:- ~., 0~·•---:-'0-."' s,,.,..,,..,,...,.. -~.,., ··-;,,e Co""·:--es!".: ·ic"'~~ 
- - V '-· J.,...\.J- - - t.A.-:. '--...... _ .. _ VJ.. J.J..:.. ~ -1..! .;r-·-
+f--.e-• 1 ea7'.,, o '"ecc-=-""'-1 •. ,..., ~-;-.a··- cmo-'- -· on -·-oo :o '"'""'- .Y - - -- v - 0 - .. -u..;;;. v. - ..1 t,,_ .... v • 
\ii th t!.1cse l:~nes, tl:c i.ntc::-c.ct=:.ons bet·.·-een Bcndr:::.:;: and 
In t~ce Bendrix ~c2l~zc3 
could l'.Ot go on 2.ovi::g the C:.ca.C. \·Tl.th ·ch.e Sa"TIG ::._!:·i;cnsity e 
she did. not believi:::. I>.esc thol:f:h·cs pro;,1pt .i:li r. ·co pray, 
an i:rxlicat::.o:i of ti;.0 cG:nyo-~t:nclccl ac·t~o::-i--t.h:::c c.ction -·-hich 
t.t.e novel. 
in ::i.o::;:-e 
them one pG.rt of t:1i::; novel, one }:2.r-C of t~10.t n:'ocess--
L;'-•.. 









.L ') -.- • 
P..fter the pain o::' So.rnh = s c::-:::.n.:; st:~)s:.des .::-om his mind, Bendr ix-
entertains the possibiJ_ity· o:::'"' beco:iing .::-:.ends 1·rit.h EeP..ry-,, 
:r.:-evert:'1eless, t~e .:'ollo•·1..:_::.J.g lines indicate this graC:.1.,"'..2.1 
r.cve::1ent tmra:?C:. the sur.la.c0 of the underlying plot: 
rir•m so glad, Bend:-ix. Eut the b.ouse is freehold" 
You Cc'.2i1 pay your charc o::' the rates,. 11 nThrec 
months 9 notice to f:i_:nd ::ei'i dic;s -·,;hen you marry-· 
c:.gc:.in. r• ?.:e tool: me qu": te se:r:iously-. "I s210.ll 
never -:;a:rc ".:;o do -Cl:.c::c.. _ ::1 not ·cn.e J:ar::ying 
l~indo :t -:.-2s ~ great ::.::.:-v..:::'y : did to SCJ.l"'o.h -·.-hen 
..L me.rrieC. :1er. I }\.:.C.01':- "c:;.at new o ;:t;.7 
Th1:..s, 3onc'.::i::: 2.nd. :=::e:'lry bcco:::e :Zriends., Love is preseD:ced 
in a pnro.doxical manner j_1c:::e, becci.use :!.n the Oj,"l.d, Sc.rah 
appears to love God n:o:rc tho.n shG had ever loved Heri..ry· or 
Bendrixo Eer physical love w2s only a nrelu.d.e to her 
S]J:.ritual loveo This const:..tutes part cf the discovc::-y, a 
noving of the h:.c1clen plot to t:r..e surface e.nd a .fuli'ill::JGnt 
att~t~de is agc:.n ~o:~id in the follo~:ing lines: 
0!1cc -;;he:::. Een.!'~' 1 ·~s e.-.-.:·.~- :'.:'or a fc·~ da.:rs c:.t c 
conference at 3ourric:7o"J.-C~1. :: 'Jic::ed u:n a girl 
!"1 d "' --r:,, .. - .:._ ho-_., .. ,..,r; ... ,.. 1~ --,,;..1.,f .. _ -r:--... ,..,. -: -J.. ... n. oro1..c,=-'11v ~-,_._ o .... ~.:•• -L· "'--, J "' c.. -J •3 ooc..,, 
1-r::ei·' 1· .!- -t c·--c~ T .. . ·-~ ;n-.....,o··-r'!\ ...... .J... a.._,.j .!-0 cri-r.. ,·._. v v c. - ~· o - .; ..... .;, __ J._J t.. · .. u.v 1 .!..!.u , .:.>"'"'"' 
her feelint;s I -:::olrJ. ~1e:- tb.~-~ . J: :1':1~. p2.--or:iscd ~ 
·wonan I 2.c~-ed rn~-v-er -cc do -;n10 · .. -::en. c.nyono e_sc. 
Si1e -.. cas -:-e~7 s-:,;ee-c m.1U. 1;,:-dcrsta:iU.ing a.bout it: L..B 
.,..,TO<- t-7 t'u-'-e~ .h "'-rrc "' r.-.,.,~~-·- "'"' --:-.ec..!. ;"'OT' S or-'-1".,.. ,.,.-,L ' Y- .., - u -"'"-\ c. '"'.J."'1...v _.__. !.- v _ _ ,_ __ v i.;,t,;: .• Lv • 
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it is very· serious."· "I'm not an informer. 
You know all I can tell you about Pyle. Age 
thirty-two, employed in the Eco~omic Aid 
Mission, nationality American."'3 
Vigot, the local policeman, questions Fowler about Pyle's 
purpose in coming to Viet Nam. Unknown to Vigot and the 
others, Pyle is on a secret mission for the United States' 
government. Thus, as part of the complex tragic plot, the 
lives- of" Py-le, Fowler, and Phuong are bound together with 
each sharing the day--to-day problems of the other. 
The element of seriousness is presented in the novel 
in terms of the increasing numoer of conflicts. Greene 
superimposes history on the action of the novel with Saigon 
being a microscopic--very small--reflection of a twentieth-
century macrocosm--the greater world--of political thought. 
S1nce the war was in progress, all three of them were 
involved. As a correspondent , Fowler reported what he saw: 
The canal was full of bodies; I am reminded now 
of an Irish stew containing too much meat. The · 
bodies over-lapped; one head, seal-grey, and 
anonymous as a convict wlth a shaven scalp, stuck 
up out of the water like a buoy. There was no 
olood.: I suppose it had flowed away a long time 
ago.5~ 
In addition to the conflicts presented by the war, Greene 
creates through his setting and his characters a world of 
paradoxical opposites: promiscuity versus purity, intellectual 
idealism versus debased passion, atheism versus Catholicism, 
journalism versus politics, innocence versus guilt, good 
versus evil, and integrity versus shame. Thus, the 
~~Ibid., p. 9. 
rribid., p. 41+. 
seriousness is well represented by a maze of conflicts, one 
being the constant conflict between Pyle and Fowler for the 
l ove of Phuong :-
I was deprived of mY' l ast hope in the contest 
with Pyle. I had experience t o match his 
virginity--age was as good a card t o play in 
the sexual game as youth-- but now I hadn't 
even the lim~$ed future of twelve more months 
to offer •••• 
Thus, the conflict between Pyle and Fowler continues. Fowler 
notes on his excursions that the French and Vietnamese leave 
the cathedrals alone, and being a war correspondent, such is 
a story. Fowler soon asks Pyle to leave their flat, but 
they find the situation without resolution. In such s cenes, 
seriousness is well represented in !ill! Quiet American. 
Compounded action is built around the day- to- daY' 
relati"onships of Fowler , Pyle , and Phuong . Although the 
two men compete for Phuong ' s affection, they still remain 
friends. Although she likes Pyle more , Phuong refuses to 
leave Fowler completely. In addition to the many 
complications of his daily existence, Fowler is soon met 
with the possibility of being transferred~ 
I wrote : "For private reasons I am very unhappy 
at being moved from Viet Nam . I don ' t think I 
can do my best work in England, where there will 
be not only financial but family strains. Indeed, 
if I could afford it I would resign rather than 
return to the U.K. I only mention this as showing 
the strength of my objection. 1156 
In such manner does one action compound the action of another 
scene in The Quiet American. Projected within the plot 
55Ibid . , p . 59 . 
56~ l. Ibid ., p. 6'1" . 
structure is the idea that the uncommitted life is the 
unfulfilled life, and for Fowler, his remaining in Viet 
Nam will insure the self-satisfaction of his un:t'ulfilled 
life. Thus, the action becomes compounded in the actions 
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and personalities of the major characters. Fowler represents 
the ugly American and his influence on the oriental mind . 
Phuong represents the perplexing situation in southeast 
Asia and the desire of the individuals there and of the 
countries for status. As in the case of Fowler, Pyle's 
untutored intelligence represents the misuse of the old 
world by the new. Being aware of this situation, the two 
men debate the situation of the southeast Asians: 
"It is colonialism ••• anyway, the French are dying 
every day-- that's not a mental concept. They 
aren't leading these people on with half-lies like 
your politicians--and ours . I ' ve been in India, 
Pyle , and I know the harm liberals do. We 
haven't a liberal party any more--liberalism's 
infected all the other parties . We are all either 
liberal conservatives or lib§J:al socialists; we 
all have a good conscience. 11~7 
Thus, the compounded action is represented not only in the 
lives of the major characters, but in the political turmoil 
that envelope~ the country- of Viet Nam. Conflict exist~ 
between Fowler and Pyle in their political philosophies . 
Fowler recognizes that the Indochinese do not want 
Communism, and that if Indochina goes , so will the rest of 
southeast Asia .. Pyle believes that Fowler and others should 
be against the French since they are colonialists . In such 
fashion does one action relate to and compound another. 
The element of discoverY' is represented in the 
growing awareness of the major characters that this life and 
this affair would not last long. Fowler continues his 
intimate relationship with Phuong, but he comes to realize 
that the affair will soon end. The letters from his wife 
intensify his awareness of his predicament: 
Ordinary life goes on--that has saved many a 
man's reason. The thoughts of the coming 
April , of leaving Indochina, of the hazy 
future without Phuong? were affected by the 
telegrams, the bulletins of the Vietnam 
press, and by the illness of my assistant •••• 58 
Fowler's wife soon informs him of her intentions to proceed 
with their divorce. Fowler searches for an ethical 
justification to his affair with Phuong and his divorce. 
He justifies his actions on the ancient theme of new hope 
in a world of violence. Then, he learns of Pyle's death: 
I had been punished. It was as though Pyle, 
when he left my flat , had sentenced me, to so 
many weeks of uncertainty. Every time that I 
returned hQme it was with the expectation of 
disaster.5'1 
. The discovery is represented in Fowler's growing awareness 
of his ovm life, his own situation. Anxiety and suspicion 
fill his life in the midst of his search for hope and 
fulfillment. To overcome his frustrations, he tries to 
lose himself in Phuong' s body and mind. His fatalistic 
outlook constitute the discovery, the awareness of what is 
58rbid., p. 111+. 
59Ibid . , p. 131+. 
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real in a world of death, violence, and frustration. 
In~ Qu.iet American, pity and fear permeate the 
entire novel. Fowler and Pyle often visit the battlefields 
and often they walk the streets of Vietnam at night. 
Constantly the element of fear is present because the reader 
fears that they might die. Thus, the emotion of fear is 
carried by key morphophonemic structures within the lines 
of the novel: 
I have read so ofton of people's thoughts in 
the moment of fear: of God or family, or a 
woman. I admire their control. I thought of 
nothing, not even of the trapdoor above me; I 
ceased, for those seconds, to exist; I was fear 
taken neat. At the top of the ladder I banged 
my head because fear couldn't count steps, hear, 
or see. Then my head came over the earth floor 
and nobody shot at me and fear seeped away.60 
In the lines of this part of the novel, key sounds in words 
carry the emotion of fear. In the above-quoted paragraph, 
the word "fear" is repeated four times, while there are 
five uses of the word "I." Other key morphophonemic sound 
units arise out of the use of "g," "b," "t, 11 and tts." Fear 
is also carried by words describing the setting , a world in 
which death is only a second away. Along with fear, the 
interactions between these major characters produce pity 
because they are like the reader who wants them to overcome 
their predicament: 
I would imagine him going up my stairs, knocking 
at my door 7 sleeping in my bed. .I had been unjust to him in that, and so I had added a sense of guilt 
to my other more formal obligation.61 
60Ibid., p. 83. 
6IIbid., p. 123. 
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Pity is produced by their state of confusion, and because of 
their being caught in a world of violence. Pyle's untutored 
intelligence, Fowler's misuse of experience, and Phuong's 
innocence in a world of experience produce the pity and 
fear that is a neces~ary part of the total plot structure 
of The Quiet American. 
The resolution, as expressed in the catharsis, is 
found in the mental attitude of Fowler. In time , all 
appears to go well for Fowler. Pyle dies and therefore 
Phuong is his completely. He receives a letter from his 
wife indicating that she is definitely going on with the 
divorce on the grounds of dissertion. In his final lines , 
however; one notes his final grasp for feeling:-
I thought of the first day· and Pyle sitting 
beside me at the Continental, with his eye on 
the soda fountain a cross the way. Everything 
had gone right with me since he had died, but 
how I wished there existed .$Omeone to whom I 
could say that I was sorry. 62 
These lines represent the final moment of recognition . 
Fowler wants to say I am sorry, but there is no one to speak 
to. He now possesses Phuong but his life is not complete . 
In losing Pyle he won the battle for Phuong's body but 
lost the -battle for his own peace of mind . Like Querry· in 
!:. Burnt-Out Case, Fowler can only· remember what once was 
and his thoughts are thoughts of yesterday. Such is the 
resolution of The Quiet American, a conclusion which fits· 
a familiar pattern in Gr eene's tragic works . 
62Ibid . , pp . 182-183 . 
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II. LINGUISTIC PATTERNS IN GREENE'S NOVELS 
In this, the second part of Chapter Two, certain 
linguistic patterns- in the selected novels will be analy.zed 
with a view· toward ascertaining their emotive characteristics-'. 
Those patterns to be considered include basic sentence 
patterns, sentence transformations, and morphophonemic sound 
uni ts·. Consideration of patterns in Greene's key works- are 
restricted to the above examples because they function as 
base patterns .upon which others are constructed. Also, the 
selected patterns reveal such information as is necessary 
within the restrictions set up as to limitations on the 
subject matter of this thesis-. Proof having been offered 
that Greene's key novels fit the requirements for Goodman's 
complex tragic plot, the ascertainment of key-linguistic 
patterns should strengthen the contention that Greene's 
tragic noveis and/or entertainments- follow a pattern as to 
plot construction and emotive content. 
As- previously discussed , a consideration of basic 
sentence patterns in the selected noveJ'.s- will 'Be restricted 
to certain variations. In the patterns, a pronoun is referred 
to as a noun-substitute or N(s). Pattern I includes the 
Noun-Verb(N-V) variations. An example, from The Quiet American, 
is 'tJ: explained . tt63 Such a pattern would be ·written as N(s)-
v.. Pattern II includes the Noun-Verb-Noun(Nl-v-N2) variations. 
63_Illi., p. 22. 
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An example is "They write history . 1164 The symbols- N( s )1 and 
N2 indicate that the noun and noun-substitute have different 
referents. Pattern III contains two nouns, ordinarily- linked 
by "become,'' ttremain, n- or "be. n- Because both nouns have the 
same referent, they are both labeled Nl . The verb or "be~ 
and the subjective complement form a structure of complemen-
tation in Noun-Verb-Noun( Nl-v-Nl) or Noun-"be"""- Noun(Nl-oe-N1) 
variatfons. The latter variation, termed III- B, is typified 
by "It was a woman ••• , 1165 while the former variation, Pattern 
III-A, is exemplified by "It became a woman. •t- Note that 
"become,,.. and "be"" forms can be substituted in Pattern III, A 
or B. In Pattern IV a third part of speech is essential--the 
adjective. An adjective following a verb or "De~ form 
characterizes any Pattern IV sentence. Thus, Pattern IV 
includes two variations. Pattern IV-A may be written a~ 
Noun-Verb-Adjective(N-V-Adj) of ·which 'tr seem tenn- is a 
(Ns-V-Adj) variation. Pattern IV-B may be written as· Noun-
''ben--.Adjective(N-be-Adj) of which nr was tenn66 is an example. 
Sentence Pattern V introduces a fourth part of speech--the 
adverb--which follows a form of 11be 1r in the predicate. Pattern 
V may be written as Noun-''be":...Adverb (N-be-Adv) and "You are 
awayn67 is an example of this pattern. In Pattern V the 
predicate is always comprised of a "be'" form plus an adverb 
that fUnctions as a subjective complement. A consideration 
64Greene, A Burnt-Out Case, .212.· cit., p. 163. 
65Greene, ~righten Rock , 2.!1• cit ., p . 82. 
66Greene , The Power and t he Glory , .212• cit., p. 55. 
67Greene, The Heart of the Matter , .212.• ~. , p . 101. 
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of the ~asic sentence patterns of the selected novels· will be 
limited to those direct quotations already used in this thesis . 
When analyzed linguistically, these key statements should 
provide insight into the basic writing patterns of Graham 
Greene, patterns which should be highly emotive and 
eschatological in nature and content . On the following page , 
Table One includes a statistical analysis- of the basic 
sentence patterns as found in direct quotations-- by Greene--
used in this thesis . 
In Quotation Thirty-five, found on page thirty- eight 
of this thesis, one sentence represents Pattern I or Noun-
Verb. The basic sentence pattern includes the basic 
subject and verb: 
N(s ) V 
She giggled •••• 
Pattern I, the simplest pattern, is here f ormed with two 
words--a noun-substitute and a verb. Not even a noun-
determiner precedes the noun-substitute ttshe, tt identified 
as N(s) . 
In Quotation Thirty- eight , page forty of this thesis , 
a variation of Pattern III is found . This example represents 
Pattern III-B since a form of "be" is found in the verb 
position. In this pattern, however , the choice of verb is 
limited and the second noun has the same referent as the 
first noun- substitute: 
N(s)lbe Nl 
We are such egotists . 
.. 
TABLE I 
A COMPARISON OF THE US AGE OF BASIC SENTENCE 
PATTERNS AS FOUND I N THE KEY NOVELS--BY 
GRAHAM GREENE--USED FOR rrlIS TZESIS 
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Pattern I ••••••••••••••• 27% 
Pattern I I •••••••••••••• 27% 
The Power and the Glor.z ••••••••• Pattern III •••••..•.••.• 15% 
Pattern IV •••• • ••••••••• 4% 
Pattern V ••••••••••••••• 27% 
Pattern I .•••••.......•. 45% 
Pattern I I •••.•••••••••• 23% 
Brighton Rock ••••••••••••••••••• Pattern III ............• 10% 
~ Pattern IV •••••••••••••• 2% 
Pattern V ••••••••••••••• 20% 
Patter n T ••••••••••••••• 40% 
Pattern II •.•••••••••••• 45% 
The Heart of the Matt er ••••••••• Patter n III ••••••••••••• 6% 
-- --- Pattern IV •••••••••••••• 3% 
Pattern V ••••••••••••••• 6% 
Pat ter n I ..•..••.......• 42% 
Patter n II •••••••••••••• 38% 
~Burnt-Out Case •••••••••••••••• Patt er n III ....•••.••.•• 10% 
~ Pattern IV •••••••••••••• 5% 
Pattern V ••••••••••••••• 5% 
Pattern I ..............• 21% 
Pattern I I •••••••.•.•.•• 49% 
~~of t he Affair ••••••••••• Pattern I I I ••••••••••••• 9% 
Pattern IV •••••••••••••• 17% 
Pattern V ••••••••••••••• 4% 
Pattern I .....•...•...•• 20% 
Pattern I I •••••••••••••• 40% 
The Quiet American •••••••••••••• Pattern III ••••..••••••• 20% 
Pattern I V •••••••••.•••• 13% 
Pattern V ••••••••••••••• 7% 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Totel Aver age Usage 
Pattern I •• • • • •• 33% 
Pattern I I • ••••• 38% 
Pattern III ••••• 11% 
Pattern IV •••••• 7% 
Pattern V ••••••• 11% 
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The noun-sub"stitute and the final noun, when connected by 
the "bett form constitute a structure of co~plementation. 
In this basic sentence pattern there occur certain words--
we, such, e-gotists--which carry emotive· intensity through 
their morphophonemic makeup . "Such, it an intensifier, carries 
the tts" sound, while "we"· and "egotists''" emphasize the tt-e" 
sound, both of which are found on the "Survey· of Morpho-
phonemic Sound Uni ts 11• taole at the end of this chapter. 
Thus, in short, basic sentence patterns, the author conveys 
a message filled with emotion. 
In Quotation Nineteen, page twenty;..nine of this thesis, 
an example of Pattern II is found. This pattern occurs with 
a high frequency in the English language. The action begins 
with a noun-substitute, Nl, and ends with the direct 
object, N2: 
N(s)1 V N2 
She killed herself . 
Even though the statement is short, the author succeeds in 
conveying emotion . The word ''killed 1'" again represents the 
recurring word-patterns of Greene's statements, patterns 
characterized by words of an emotive nature. The word "killed"" 
relates to "death," and in such manner does Greene weave 
the eschatological nature of his work. 
Basic Sentence Pattern V is found in Quotation Twenty• 
one , page thirty of this thesis. Since the sentence involves 
an adverb, specific consideration is given to the position 
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of the adverbial element in the sentence . As is characteristic 
of Pattern v, most adverbs are place adverbs which can be 
replaced by "there . " In this sentence, the place adverb 
indicates "where": 
N(s) be Adv 
Ire was over . 
Again a noun- substitute is located in the noun position. 
By itself, the sentence does not carry-much emotive intensity, 
but when considered with the other lines of that part of the 
novel , the same sentence repr esents part of Pinkie's suicide . 
The adverbial element in this sentence is located at the 
right . When adverbs are located in their normal position 
at the right of the verb , emotive force is produced and such 
is the case here . If the adverb in the above sentence is 
shifted from the normal position to the left, two possibilities 
occur . "He over wastt would be considered a nonsense sentence 
in Engl ish . "'Over he was rt is structurallY' acceptable; however, 
such a pattern is not characteristic of Greene's language, 
and such a pattern is not frequently used by English speaking 
people . At the left, "over" is not emphasized, but at the 
right--phonologically· speaking-- "overtt is emphasized , thereby 
creating emotive force . Thus, even in a short statement, 
Greene manages to convey· emotive force/emphasis, not just 
in the choice of a word or sound, but in the placement of 
4 
that word and/or sound- -an adverb in this case . 
Again on page twenty- one, Quotation Six, a Pattern I 
sentence is found . In this example, the noun is preceded 
by a noun-determiner, making the formula (n-d) N-V for the 
sentence. Although two and three-word sentences are more 
uncommon in English, they constitute a familiar pattern 
in Greene's tragic works:-
(n-d)N V 
The lieutenant paused. 
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Once again little emotion is carried by the words when they 
are taken out of their place in the novel; however , when 
placed in their proper place in the novel and there considered, 
the words carry-more emotive implications in the total 
framework of that paragraph. 
A Sentence III-B Pattern is found in Quotation Six, 
page tvrenty-one of this thesis. Here there is a noun-
substitute, a ''berr form, and a complementary noun in a 
N(s)l-be-Nl pattern. Both the noun-~ubstitute and the 
noun in this sentence have the same referent and with the 
"be" form constitute a structure of complementation:-
N(s)lbe Nl 
He is a priest. 
As is indicated in this sentence, Pattern III with "berr is 
used to begin most definitions. In this case, the word 
n-priest ,,.. defines what "he" is. The use of such religiously-
oriented words as "priest" lead up to and add to the 
eschatological emphasis in the story. 
In Quotation Forty-six, page forty- six of this thesis, 
a Pattern II sentence is found . In this pattern, the 
complement slot is filled by a noun, or noun-substitute. 
This pattern shows the end or goal of the action. 
N(s)1 V N(s)2 
I loved her . 
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This pattern, as ascertained in the information presented in 
Tal:He One, frequently occurs in Greene's t r agic works . The 
placement of the noun-substitute in the noun position is a 
recurring characteristic of Greene's novels . Although such 
sentences are short and/or choppy, the sounds carried by 
those sentences--however brief--still may carry variations 
of emotive intensity- -variations as t o the degree of the 
emotive response 1vhich is for the purposes of this thesis 
measured by the criteria offered in Robert Plutchik's emotive 
theory. In such sentences, eschatological emphasis may be 
f ound in the tone carried by such words a s "loved . " 
The basic sentences underlying the syntactic sentence 
structures in English are limited in number . As previously 
discussed, an examination of Gr eene ' s sentence patterns 
has been limited--for the purposes of this thesis-- to five 
key and basic patterns . T'nese basic sentence patt erns may 
be ref erred to as kernel sentences since they f orrn the kernel 
of Greene ' s language , and all other sentences ar e heJQ to . c 
derived from them . An analysis, presented on page sixty- of 
this thesis, indicates that Greene makes a high use of Pattern 
III-- t hirty- eight percent of the sentences ex~~ined . Greene 
does use all five patterns- - Pattern I at thirty- three percent , 
Pattern III at eleven percent , Pattern V at eleven percent, 
and Pattern IV at seven percent . This analysis does not 
c • 
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purport to be an exhaustive and final. conclusion, but the 
conclusions dravm from the information presented in Table 
One do adequately represent a cross- section of Greene's 
tragic works and are therefore valid within the limitations 
as dravm . 
In this second part of Part Two, Chapter Two, 
consideration is given to certain transformations in Greene's 
sentence structure . Such an investigati·on is made to 
ascertain the range of the sentence structure of the selected 
novels and the emotive impetus gained by a given transformation. 
All the sentences to be examined, not belonging to the kernel 
of basic sentences, are held to be derived from the kernel 
sentences by certain transformations . Not like a simple 
rewrite procedure, transformations involve the rearranging 
of grammatical elements in a basic sentence pattern, the 
introduction of new elements, the deletion of elements, the 
substitution of elements, among others . The product of a 
transformation is simply referred to as a transform. There 
is practically no limit to the number of sentences in a 
language, and, theoretically, almost no limit t o the possible 
length of any given sentence . Because of t~e many 
transformation possibilities, the English sentence serves 
as a flexible instrument . The examination of selected 
sentence transformations will provide insight into the content 
and structure of Greene's language. 
TABLE II 
A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE USE OF KEY Alffi 
BAS IC SENTEf';"CE TRANSFORMATI ONS I N THE 
QUOTATIONS--FROH GREENE 'S TRAGIC 
WORKS--AS FOUND I N CHAPTER II 
OF THIS THE.SIS 
Simple Question Transformations ••••••••••• 5. 0% 
Direct Object Transformations ••••••••••••• 0 . 5% 
"There" Transformations ••••••••••••••••••• 3.0% 
"It" Transformations •.••••••••••••••.•••• 10 . 0% 
Auxiliary Verb Tr ansfor mations •••••••••••• 2 . 0% 
Pronoun Transformations ••••••••••••••••••• 3.0% 
Request Transformations •.••••••••••••••••• ~ .0% 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Total number of sentences considered •••••• 274 
Total use of transformations •••••••••••• 27 . 5% 
* * * * * * * * * $ * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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In Quotation Thirty- five o~ this thesis, there 
appear s a simple question transfor:nation. The interrogative 
sentence stems f r om a declarative statement: 
You do think that he'd divorce me . ~ 
Do you think that he'd divorce me? 
The question t r ansformation operates upon a single string 
of grammatical elenents underlying one basic sentence . In 
this complex sentence, only one transformation takes place . 
In Quotation Thirty- nine of this thesis, there appear s 
a dir ect object t r ansformation. Such a transformation involves 
the movement of the direct object from the regular third-
pl ace position to the initial position in the sentence : 
I can say nothing that would ever anger the Querry .. . . ... 
Nothing that I can say ·would ever anger the Querry •••• 
This elementary· transformation characterizes much of Greene ' s 
sentence structure . Such a transformation allows the author 
to emphasize a key word that would otherwise be buried three 
units deep in the sentence structure . 
In Quotation Fifteen of this thesis , a 11thererr 
t r ansformation appears . "There" is frequently used as an 
introductory word to transform basic sentence Pattern V. This· 
pattern, as previously discussed, introduces the adverb : 
You can tell me nothing . -o. There's nothing you can 
tell me . 
An i ntroductory ttthere " in this transforme.tion functions in 
the subject slot . The "therett trans:'orm, which Greene often 
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makes use of, sounds more English than the basic sentence 
f r om which the t r ansform is derived . In "You cn.:i tell me 
nothing, u emphasis is placed on "you" and "tell, 11 i;'fi th a 
falling emphasis on "nothing . " In "There's nothing you can 
tell rr.e," the emphasis is placed on "nothing." Thus, because 
"there's't forces attention on time, place, or condition, 
the following word "nothing" is stressed . 
From Quotation Eighteen of this thesis, an ~1t~ 
t r ansformation is found . The introductory "it" is a frequent 
replacement for subordinate and relative clauses when they-
:function as subjects. In fact, the transform is more common 
than the kernel sentence: 
Praying was no good. -> It was no good praying . 
This rather simple transformation involves the affixa.tion of 
"it" to a sentence and the inversion of the subject and 
predicate in that order . Greene uses the "it" transformation 
more than any other, as shm·m on page sixty- six. The total 
use of the "it" transform in quotations found in Part Two 
of this thesis constitute ten percent of the sentence 
structures. 
In Quotati·on Three of this thesis, an aux:iliary 
verb transformation is present. This transform includes a 
transfer of the auxiliary verb from the second position to 
the initial position in the sentence: 
You haven't heard. -> Haven't you heard? 
The auxiliary verb t r ansformation appears in the interrogative 
sentence, as a replacement or transform for the basica_ly 
declarative sentence. 
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In Quotation Nine of this thesis, a pronoun 
transformation appears. This transforn simply involves the 
insertion of an indefinite pronoun and an inversion of the 
verb: 
Judas was sick and U..'l'lsteady. ... ~ This was Judas sick 
and unsteady. 
This transformation, involving the past tense, characterizes 
the tone of Greene ' s tragic works in that the "this" pronoun 
carries an absence of worth and dignity. In the basic 
sentence--"Judas was sick and unsteady"--thore is an emphasis 
on the word/name "Judas" and the terms "sick" and "unsteady. " 
In the transformation, emphasis is placed upon the pronoun 
"this," which conveys attention to the nou..n-substi tute and 
away from the noun/name proper. 
Several transformations to produce requests are found 
in Quotation Forty- nine of this thesis . In these lines 
several requests follow each other . As impe~ative sentences , 
these requests have no subjects but begin with a verb: 
You stop it • .-. Stop itl 
You let him alone. -> Let him alone . 
You let the poor man rave. -> Let the poor man rave. 
You don't give me your professional pity •••• -> 
Don't give me your professional pity •••• 
A request is accounted for by a transformation of a statement 
that contains the subject 11you 11 and possibly the modal 
auxiliary "will . 11 The use of "will"' lessens the intensity 
of the demand , and such may be even more lessened by an 
insertion of the introductory rtplease . " Such is the case 
in the following example. 
In Quotation Fifty- three of this thesis, a request 
transformation is present . This transform is softened, 
phonologically, by an inse1·tion of the ·word "please u into 
the command: 
You believe me . - > Believe me . ~ Please believe me . 
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This transformation is produced by an addition of rtplease," 
and a ·deletion of the modal auxiliary "will" and subject 
"you." This request transformation is not often found i n 
Greene's works because of the inherently positive features 
of the word "please . " 
These exa!!lples provide an over-view of transformations 
appearing in the key tragic works--by Greene--used for the 
purposes of this thesis . These transformations operate with 
such consistency that Greene constantly and auto~atically 
uses them in his sentence constructions . These single- base 
transformations lend great variety to sentence patterns 
originating out of basic kernel sentences. These examples 
provide insight into the patterns that Greene uses in writing 
his novels, variations which lend variety to his sentence 
structure. As shm·m on page sixty- six of this thesis, a 
random survey of transformations in key quotations f rom Greene 's 
works indicates that transformations make up over twenty- seven 
percent of the tota.l sentence patterns of Greene's tragic works . 
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In this third section of Part Two , Chapter Two , 
another series of linguistic patterns, as found in Greene's 
tragic wor.:cs, .,rill be a..Yl.alyzed--rnorphophone:Jlic sound uni ts 
as related to stress-pitch patterns . Since emotive intensity 
is of central concern to this thesis , close consideration will 
be given to the stress- pitch patterns of Greene's lines, 
beginning with a combination of phonemes into morphemes and 
the resultant formation of phrases or clauses i nto sentences . 
Such an analysis will be made in view of ascerta.ining 
whether or not morphophonemic patterns carry the potential 
for evoking specific emotional reactions . The lines to be 
conside~ed are the same lines found to be recurring sentence 
patterns in Greene's novels, and such lines should provide 
insight into the sound patterns of the tragic statements . 
In Quotation Thirty- four of this thesis, a complex 
sentence is presented that has the key word-- "God n- -and 
therefore, the pitch contour rises to that ·word and then falls: 
- -.h- --n- - -- -- __ n 
If t here is a God, let him be innocent •••• 
The normal pattern is indicated by the "n" and the high 
part of the pi~ch contour by the "h~. Thus , the pr inted 
line, as graphed above, indicates an emphasis on the ·1,.rord/ 
name--God . 
Quotation Thirty- eight, from A Burnt- Out Case , presents 
an emphasis on not only the noun, but the intensifier 
immediately preceding that noun: 
,-h- --..... 
n- - 'll 
· We are such egotists. 
Again the normal pitch range initiates Greene's lines. The 
contour rises to match the intensity of the intensifier and 
the emotion-arousing word "'egotists."' In a specific 
consideration of the word tf'egotists,"' the word gathers 
emotive force through three phonemes--ttetrwhich carrie~ the 
emotive characteristics of fear, •rgtt" which carries the emotive 
characteristic~ of force, and 'ts't which carries essentially 
negative sound characteristics. 
In QUotation Fourteen of this thesis , two requests 
are presented that present a basic fade-fall contour. As is 
characteristic of the lines, the pitch contour presents· an 
absence of emotional intensity: 
n-'1 n-...._1 
Go on. I'll pay. 
Since the request ends with a period, or a non-emotional 
end-punctuation mark , the pitch contour moves· from the normal 
position to that of low, a pattern which represents a lack 
of emotional intensity. 
In Quotation Thirty-five of this thesis, a question 
appears as a converted statement . In such a case, the pitch 
contour rises to the end of the statement where the question 
mark serves as a graphic indication of the intended final 
intonation featurer 
n-- - --h-- -n-n ___ h_ 
Do you think that he 'd divorce me? 
Here the key words are "think, ,,. 1tdi vorce , " and "me. "' 
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Emotive emphasis is gained in 11 thillil: 1t because of the 
phonologically harsh sound of the p:'1oneme ''kn-. In 11divorcen 
the key phonene which creates emotive force is 11v 1t. 
In Quotation Three of this thesis , a question is 
presented with the pitch contour moving from norma.l to high . 
The fade- rise terminal is obligatory when signaled by the 
question mark : 
n - n ---- h 
Haven't you heard? 
This transformation, often found in Greene's lines , presents 
a question transform out of a oas:ic statement . This 
intonation pattern often suggests a real incredulity or 
feigned disbelief. Emotive emphasis is present in such a 
converted statement ~ecause of the inherent request for an 
answer . 
In QUotation Forty- nine of this thesis, a short, 
choppy sentence is presented with a strong emotive emphasis. 
Phonologically~ more emotive emphasis is gained by a high 
stress- pitch pattern as applied to a short statement: 
h- -...n 
Stop it! 
Strong e~otive force is demanded by the end exclamation 
mark . Greene shortens the statement and gains emotive emphasis 
through the us·e of the nstt phonen:e . This presentcition 
indica.tes that certain sounds-- as indicated by the pitch 
contours--are used by Greene to carry emotive intensity. As 
shovm on the following page, key phonemes carry inherent 
emotive-producing qualities. 
. TABLE III 
A SURVEY OF MORPHOPH011ElGC somqn UNITS IN KEY 
i•fORKs· OF GRABAf~ GREENE AS THEY APPEAR r:r. 
QUOTATIOl'JS LOCATED I 7 CHAPTER T1:,:0 
OF THIS T:...:rES IS 
Key Phonemes of an Aorphemes Conprising Frequency of 
Occurrence of 
Key Phonemes* 











an Emotive l'~ature 
blame 1 brandy, brothel, 8% bleeding, blood, Danged 
divorce, dynamite 7 died , die , death, damna~ion, 
damned, dead, digs , 
devil, dying, disaster 
egotists, eternity-, evil 
fool, afraid, falling 
God1 giggled 1 God's , gut~er , guilt , guts 
hated, hate, hell 
kissed, kill, cut, 
crazy, killed, crouched 
nurderer, murder, mob , 
mutilation 
nausea, never 
pr2y, panic, pain, police, 
prison, punish, prostitute , 










sheet, smashed, sin, sin, 12% 
screamed , savagely, se:A.-ual, 
shot , seeped, saint , shot 
treason, t·wisted, trap 5% 
Total = lOOcg 
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*NOTE ~ The key phonemes~ used in this analysis, are found in 
the moruhouhonemic structures as located in the 
quotations=-- from Greene's t:r-agic works--used in this 
thesis . The percentage fi gures are representations . 
CHAPTER III 
PLUTCHIKtS THEORY .Af.~D AN APPLICATION OF THAT 
THECRY TO ESCP.ATOLOGICAL ELE1.:ENTS I N KEY 
WOPJ<S OF GRARfiM GREENE 
In the preceding chapters, a foundation has been 
constructed upon which is based the e ssential purpose and 
v~lidity of this chapt er . The subject has been examined 
as to purpose, related work , elements to be proven, basic 
procedure, and pertinent definitions . An examination has 
been made of the tragic structures and linguistic patterns 
in Greene's novels . In vie"t·! of the coherence of these 
related subjects and the systematic relationships that have 
thus far been este.blished, an in- depth analysis vill now 
be presented as to the nature of Plutchik's theory and to 
the relationships that may be dra'1m between that theory and 
literary prose statements . 
I. PLUTCHIK'S THEORY OF EMOTI ONS 
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At the outset, Plutchik was extre!!}ely concerned with 
defining the word ttemotion. 11 The psychologist--frorn Hofstra 
University--wanted to know the malteup of the emotions; therefore, 
he reasoned that a t heory should be an integrator of previously 
knmm. f acts and a predictor of new relationships·. Plutchik 
proceeded to make procedural constructs, to analyze and to 
synthesize knovm phenomenon, and to develop units of analysis 
that would serve as i deal states . He believed that his theory 
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would be judged in terms of the usef'ulness- provided in 
integrating known observations vrithin a consistent framework, 
suggesting new ideas, and relating apparently diverse points 
of view.68 
Several reasons accounted for the coni'u.sion about a 
theory of emotions. Previous studies had neglected one or 
some of the following problems that Plutchik considered of 
vital importance in the development of an adequate theory:-
intensity, persistence, purity, individual differences, 
among others . At the beginning of his work, Plutchik was-
concerned with the intensity of the etr.otion. Ee recognized 
that we may label a certain reaction as a given emotion 
without accounting for the intensity of that manifestation. 
Plutchik's work was- given added i~petus by the experimental 
work done regarding the effects chemicals have on living 
organisms . He studied the persistence of emotior~ and 
inquired into the physiological basis of such emotional 
manifestations as acute fear as opposed to chronic fear. 
Also, Plutchik studied the purity of the emotion. He found 
that pure emotions could be produced in laboratory situations-
and that the average emotion as previously defined was not 
an emotion at all, but a combination of two or more pure 
emotions. This factor lent an element of ambiguity to the 
conclusions of many previous studies . 
68Note that the information found in Part Cne, Chapter 
Three of this thesis, is taken directly or i ndirectly from the 
following text: Robert Pl utchik, The Emoti ons: Facts, Theories, 
and~ rew Eodel (New York: Random House, 1962), 204 pp. 
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In presenting the basic postulates of his theory, 
t he writer of this thesis will avoid the impossible task of 
retr acing each of the steps involved in arriving at these 
ideas . The theory should be evaluated as a total conception 
having utility in relating general psychological insight to 
a number of rel ated fields , especially literature . The 
postulates of Plutchik's present theory are _isted as follows: 
Postulate 1: There is a small nu~ber of pure or 
primary emotions. 
Postulate 2·: All other emotions are mixed; that is , 
they can be synthesized by various 
combinations of the primary emotions . 
Postulate 3: Primary emotions differ from each other 
with regard to both physiology and 
behavior . 
Postulate 4: Primary emotions in their pure form 
are hypothetical constructs or idealized 
states whose properties can only be 
inferred from various k inds of evidence . 
Postulate 5: Primary emotions n·ay be conceptualized 
in terms of pairs of polar opposites . 
Postulate 6 : Each emotion can exist in varying 
degrees of intensity or levels of 
arousal . 
These statements of the basic postulates are not made t o 
pr ove them but t o illustrate their reasonableness . The 
val idity of the theory must be judged in terms of the 
organization of the data, the produced stimulation of r esearch, 
and the applicability of t he theory to other fields of 
knowledge . 
Plutchik created a layout of the major emotions 
di mentions and when t~e average intensities of the basic 
emotions were f ound, these were added to the dimensions . 
The chart, sho'-r.n on page seventy- nine, indicates that five of 
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the di mensions included err.otions of relatively high intensities . 
Two dimensions , incorporation and exploration, include emotions 
of relatively low intensities . The emotions of minimum 
intensity did not drop below a level of three, thus 
indicating that no discriminations are made for emotions at 
a very low intensity level. The ·t-rords used for emotions names 
include the major emotion- type words found in the English 
l anguage . The information presented in Table IV is the 
cumulative effort of many years of work by Plutchik and his 
associates . Thus, on the following page, a representation 
is included of Plutchik's emotions chart. 
On page eighty, Table v, a chart of pr imary emotions 
mixtur es is presented. Since the major emotions lay alongside 
each other on a multi- dimensional model, Plutchik found that 
adjacent emotions could be combined to form a new, synthesized 
emotion mixture just as any two adjacent colors on a color-
wheel can be mixed . He decided to call two primary, adjacent 
emotions Primary Dyads . A combination of two primary emotions 
which are once removed beca!Y'e knO'wn as Secondary Dyads . :Mixtures 
of primary emotions which were twice ren:oved became knO\·m as 
Ter tiary Dyads . Thus, the combinations of emotions of var ious 
mixtures became equated d th formulas. The spaces on the chart 
which lacked a name are considered as rare mixtures not yet 
f ound . For now, the emotions chart and emotions mixtures 
chart--found on the followine pages- -are scientific e-\ridence 
of Plutchik's labor . 
TABLE I V 
DI:r--:ENSIONS PLUS EMCTIONS 
DESTRUCTION 











Apprehension(6 . 4) 
Timidity(4.o) 
REJECTION 








Happiness(7 . l ) 
Pleasure(5.7) 
Serenity(4.3) 
Calmness(3 . 3) 
ORIENTATION 
Astonishment (9 . 3 ) 
Amazement (8 .3) 
Surprise(7.2) 
DEPRIVATION 












THE EMOTION MIXTURES 
Primary Dyads 
anger + joy = pride 
joy+ accepts.nee = lo·,.,, friendliness 
acceptance + surprise = curiosity 
surprise + fear = alarm, m·re-
f ear + sorrow = misery, reraorse, forlornness 
disgust + expectancy = cynicism 
expectancy + anger = aggression, r evenge, 
stubbornness 
Secondary Dyads 
anger + acceptance = dominance (?) 
joy + surprise = delight 
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acceptance + fear = submission, modesty 
surprise + sorrow = embarrassment, disappoint~ent 
fear + disgust = shame, prudishness 
sorrow + expectancy = pessimism 
disgust + anger = scorn, loathing, indignation , 
contempt, hate, resentment, 
hostility 
expectancy + joy = optimism, courage, 
~opefulnes s, conceit 
Tertiary Dyads 
anger + surprise = outrage, resentn.er.t , hate 
joy + fear = guilt 
accept ance + sorrow = resignation, sentimentality 
surprise + disGust = (?) 
fear + expectancy = an:x:iety7 caution, dread , cO'wardliness, distrust 
sorrow + a.nger = envy, sullenness 
disgust + joy = moroidness (?) 
expectancy + acceptance = fatalism 
II. PLUTCHil<'S THECRY OF EMOTIONS PS 
APPLICABLE TO LITERARY PROSE 
STATENENTS 
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Plutchik's theory of emotions is significant beccuse, 
among other things, that theory deals with the intensity or 
emotions. In formulating his hypothesis and in executing 
hi5 plan of study, the theorist considered variou5 emotive 
elements: intensity, persistence, purity, individual 
differences, and introspection. The experirrenter found that 
emotions fall into well-organized patterns of response and 
that an increase of intensity induces a correlative change 
in the produced pattern of reaction. In terms of per~istence, 
Plutchik found that pure emotions can be produced in 
laboratory situations, but that most responses--usually 
termed emotions--are really combinations of two or more 
pure emotions. 
In considering Flutchik's emotive theory as applicable 
to literary prose statements, several important points need 
to be made. In order to insure clarity in the application 
of Plutchik's theory· to literature, certain novels--of an 
eschatological pature--were chosen since their emotive content 
was high. Since these novels involve the expression of 
beliefs and attitudes, again the resultant product is emotions 
and emotive intensities. In Part Three of this chapter, a 
specific presentation is offered as to the application of 
Plutchik' s emotive theory to literature . As was shm·m in 
the consideration of morphophonemic sound units in Chapter 
Two of t his thesis, certain morphemes and/or words carry 
specific emotive characteristics because of t he phonemes 
of which they are made . Thus, certain words or groups of 
words within the sentence may carry certain emotive 
characteristics which reay be i dentified by locating t he 
appropriate emotion in Plutchikrs emotion chart. The 
procedure will involve a presentation of key lines within 
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a certain passage of the novel, and an appropriate placement 
of the corresponding emotion over the key ·word or words that 
carry the emotive intensity for that line or passage. Again, 
for the sake of procedural clarity, emotions will be correlated 
to key eschatological elements in the selected novels. 
For instance, the eschatological element of "good 
versus evil" wil l be considered in ~ Power and the Glor_..y . 
In Brighton Roe~, the eschatological element of 11sin" is 
considered as well-represented by Pinkie. In The Heart of 
the Natter , the eschatological element of 11 judgment 11 is 
considered . The element of "punishment" will be specifically 
studied in A Burnt- Out Case since the protagonist- - Querry- -
affords a character study involving beliefs and attitudes, 
and t herefore, emotions. "Heaven" is considered in The ~ 
of the Affair because of the projected t1eme of sainthood. 
The .Q._uiet American presents the es chatological element of 
"hell" for consideration, one of several emotion-producing 
eschatologi cal elements that can be analyzed according to 
Plutchik's emotive theory. 
III . APPLICATION OF PLUTCHIK'S THEORY OF 
EMOTIONS TO SPECIFIC ESCHATOLOGICAL 
ELEMENTS" I N KEY WORKS OF 
GRAHAM GREENE 
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The eschatological consideration of "good versus evil" 
is represente~ in The P01·1er ~ the Glorv. The conflict 
within the novel i nvol ves the priest, r epresenting the old 
and traditional religion, and the lieutenant , representing 
the new political order and power group. The priest 
represents the allegorical "Everymanrt- or "Anyman," and the 
plot involves the p:-iest's battle with the government and 
his 01·m battle to find himself and his God. This searching 
f or himself--involving the battle of good and evil - -in 
constructed within an intense emotive framework which builds 
to the moment of the priest~s execD-tion. The search for 
his own soul, his redemption, is revealed to the reader 
in the lines leading up to his death: 
(Fear: 7.9) 
He crouched on the floor wtth the empty brandy 
(De jection: 6. 2) 
flask in his hand trying to renenber an act of 
(Sorrow: 7. 5) 
contrition. no God, I am sorry and beg pardon 
(Sorrow: 7.5) 
for all my sins • • • crucified • •• i.rorthy of Thy 
(Admission: ~pl) 
dreadful punishments . "0~ 
The emotions of fear, dejection, sorrow, and admission--
an average intensity of 6.6 as calc11lated from Plutchik 1 s 
emotions chart, found on page seventy- nine--represents the 
moments preceding his death. Ce~tain sound combinations 
69Greene, T~e P~ ~nd _ihe Glory, on. cit., p . 283 . 
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recur in the words and lines of the behavioral experience 
represented by Quotation Sixty-nine. "Bit is represented 
several times, along W1 th "e," ":f, n "g, n "k, tt "p," and "s. n 
As pointed out on page seventy-four , the •q~orphophonemic 
Sound Units Chart," the k ey sounds .listed above carry emotive 
tones of an eschatological nature. For the priest, life is 
almost over. His search for life and :for God is almost 
:finished. Yet in these final moments he yearns to grasp 
what he has never :found. The emotive states represented 
by the emotions indicate that he is still deprived o:f that 
final union with God and because of this, he fears . The 
emphasis on the "good versus evil conflict~· is represented 
in the final lines of the novel. At this point the priest 
admits that he is not a saint or even a brave man, but that 
being a saint is all that matters:· 
(Sorrow: 7. ') 
He felt only an immense disappointment because he 
had to go to God empty-handed, wi th nothing at all. 
(Mmission: l+.1) 
It seemed to him at that moment that it would have 
been quite aasy to have been a saint. He felt 
(Grie:f: 8.8) 
like someone who has missed happiness by seconds 
at an appointed place. He knew now that at the end 
(Joy: 8.1) 70 there was only one thing that counted--to be a saint • 
This :final recognition of what is good and what is essential 
to earthly 11.fe as a prerequisite to afterlife 1.s of central 
concern to th~ novel. The priest 's final awareness of the 
70Ibid. ~ p. 284. 
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significance of sainthood represents the last thread of 
hope for him. The emotions carried ~Y' thesa- line~ suggest 
the complexity.of tha~ fihal moment of recognition •. The 
intensity--an average of 7'.1--begins- ·at a rather high 
level--sorrow•-and descend~ to a moment of self-admission 
before rising to the intensely compler combinations ot 
grier and joy. S-uch · em.otioilS' as repres·ented oy- the two 
s-pecific measurements- are carried by specific sounds-·, among 
t 
them .. Er,.,. ""g, If; "k,"' •tp,"' and "'s •. tt- S'uch ptionemes-, as- found 
in morphemic combinations-, represent the emotive tone of 
the considered' behavioral experience. 
The eschatorogical element of "'sin~ permeates. 
Brighton ~. Emotional intensity· runs- high in this work 
in not only the element of sin, but in other eschatological 
elements as well. Greene ltraps. his characters into a well 
of sin--se:x: and murd~r--and although the plo~ operates 
within a religious- framework, the tragic work is dominated 
by the eschatological element of sin:· 
(Loathing:- 9 .1) 
That was- what they expected of you·, every 
(Loathin~: · 9.1) 
polony you· met had her eye on the bed'; · his 
virginity- straightened in him like sex. That 
was how they jud~~gt95~f :n6t1~y whether you 
had the guts to kill a man, to run a mo~, to 
conquer Colleoni.71 
Stlch an emphasis on sin represent~ the spiritual turmoil 
71G~eene, Brighton~' ~· ,£!!., p. 126. 
upon which the novel is constructed·.. The author projects 
the emotion of Loathing in the emotional state of Rejection. 
A significant· factor is· that the emotional state of 
Rejection is negative in nature and the em~tion of Loathing 
is the highest in intensity ~f any other emotion in that 
state·.. The key sounds- of this behavioral experience--
repres-ented by Quotation S'eventy-one--include a heavy 
emphasiS' on Nb·,. tt· "k, •t nm, •t •tp, ,.... •ts-, n-· "v, tt and ttj..... The 
emotional intensity of the last quotation--9~10--runs high 
because of the morphophonemic combinations which carryr 
such emotive tone of an eschatological naturet 
("Anticipation:" 7 .3) 
"Well?w Rose said, giving nothing away• 
The woman whispered softly across the few· 
(Apprehension:- 6'. 4 Y 
feet between themt "Hels a murderer.~ ttno 
(Surprise~ 'P.2)' 
you think I don't know that?"' Rose said. 
(Surprise: 7.2} 
"God's sake,•t the woman said, "do you mean--?~· 
(Anger:· 8.4) 
"There's nothing you can tell me."' "You crazy 
little fool--to marry him knowing that.n?2 
The emotional intensity is high in this paragraph with an 
overall average intensity of 7.3. The high average sugges-ts-
the author's intense emotional involvement when writing 
about such eschatologically-oriented subjects as sin--se:r 
and murder. guch intense emotive states as those depicted 
above· are common to Greene's religious/eschatological 
tragedy as has thus far been illustrated by an examination 
72Ib1d. , p. 2'89. 
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ot.· his work. Emotional intensity run! high in not only:r 
this repres·entative behavioral experience--the two paragraphs--
but in the entire novel. A heavy emphasi~ on the phonemes 
n-s, tt ttg, •t "lt,.,.. "bl,.,. and "f,"" when combined into morphemic 
sound units resultg in the high emotive intensity ·since 
such emotive tone is carried by those particular sounds. 
In The Heart .. .Qf !!12 Matter-, Graham Greene begins 
his emphas1.~ on the eschatological element of "Judgment~ 
by placing that element--by in:ference--in the. title. To 
make a judgment, one must get to the heart of the matter 
and Greene does- so by constructing his title to relate to 
the eschatological purpose of his novel. The religious 
nature of the novel provides the novelist with an excellent 
framework in which to build emotive int·ensity. In the novel, 
many emotions are displayed in the restoration of the 
environmental balance that serves as a final postscript 
to the fall of Scobie. The judgment of Scobie begins in 
his growing awareness of his own predicament: 
(Dejection:. 6·.2) 
Scobie thought:· If only I could weep, if only 
I could feel pain; have I really become so ev117 
(Fear: '?7. 9) 
O God, he thought, I've killed you: you've served 
(Fea r:- 7 .9) 
me all these years- and I've ki lled you at the end 
(Admission~ 4.1) 
of them. You served me and I did this to you. 
(Admissi"ont· 4.1) , 
You were faithful to me, and I wouldn't trust you.73 
In this paragraph--as r.epre·senting the entire behavioral 
73Greerle, The Heart £f. ~Matter, .212• cit., p. 277, 
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experience--there exist two negative emotional states--
Protection and Deprivation--8.D..d one positive state--
Incorporation. The average emotive intensity displayed in 
this paragraph is 6.o, a rather low figure; however, the 
punctuation in Quotation ~eventy-three includes periods 
and commas, not exclamation points. Thus, the punctuation 
of the lines affects the stress•pitch pattern, phonologically 
speaking, and so the emotive intensity as carried by the 
lines is much lower. Such is the case because the morpho-
phonemic structures in the lines do not carry a heavy 
emphasis- on such phonemes as "in,"# ~g, tt· and "k, rt among others, 
phonemes which carry the potential of evoking specific 
emotive reactionu. In the following lines, the judgment 
of Scobie becomes complete: 
(Admission: 4.1) 
"It maY,· seem an odd thing to say--when a man's 
as wrong as he was--but I thinkt from what I saw 
(Happiness:- 7 .lJ 
of him, that he really loved God.'" She had denied 
just now-that she felt any bitterness •••• "He 
(Admission: 4.1) 
certainly loved no one else," she said. "And 
(Admission:· l.f..l) 
you may be in the right of it there, too,~ Father 
Rank replied.74 
With these lines, the novel comes to an end. The average 
emotive intensity of this paragraph proves to be 4.8; however, 
I 
one should note that the eschatological element being measured 
is judgment. The intensity is low because the morphophonemic 
74Ibid. , p. 306 • 
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sound units found in the paragraph--as indicative of the 
entire behavioral experience--carry the potential for 
arousing onlyJmild emotions. There is only a light use of 
such phonemes as- ""g-, .,.. ttd, "" and "b, ''"' phonemes Which carry 
emotion-productng characteristics. This measurement is 
significant in that Plutchik's theory allow~ one to measure 
different emotions common to eschatological themes. 
Among other eschatological elements, "punishment"' 
is emphasized' in A~ Burnt-Out ~ through a setting placed 
in_ a remote African leper colony. Through various means·--
the title, the setting, the WC?rds·, the sounds, the character 
ot Querry--Greene builds a world in which punishment is ever 
present. Not only does the- physical environment pun1"sh 
~erry, but his lovers, his friends, and God. Through his 
use of eschatology, Greene emphasizea the punishment that 
Querry endures as· he attempts to return to a l ife of integrity, 
and in the following lines, the emotive intensity--as measured 
by the figures· offered in Plutchik's emotive theory--
surrounding that intensity is evident: 
1'Be careful,- Rycker. 
change my mind. n· '"I 
(Fear: 7.9) 
Dontt threaten me. 
(Anger: 8 .1+) 
could make you pay," 
I might-
Rycker 
said, "pay heavily. rt "I doubt whether any court· 
(Anticipation: 7.3) 
in the world would take your word against hers 
and mind. Good-bye, Rycker.n75 
In these lines one notes the emotive intensity--an average· 
75areene, A Burnt-Out Case, .9.12• cit., p. 16?. 
ot 7.8--as- carried by the morphophonemic sound units within 
the lines. Such recurring phonemes as- "b, _. ""t, "' ttm, "" "p, tt-
and "k, n- among others, carry the potential for arousing 
specific emotions and their presence, in morphophonemic 
combination~, arouse the emotions present in the past lines, 
Quotation Seventy-five, which represent the specific 
behavioral experience a~ found in the vicinity of page 167' 
of A Burnt-Out Casa. The dialogue also represents a - -
recurring pattern in the use of the eschatological elemen~ 
of punishment. Although quarry threatens Rycker with 
punishment, Querry himself has· already been punished for 
his affair and such punishment will continue to come from 
Rycker, Rycker•s friends, and God. 
As was evident to the reader from the analysis 
presented of the last quotation, the emotive intensity of 
the words and lines of ! Burnt-Out ~ is quite high. The 
eschatological element of punishment is found in QUotation 
Seventy-five as Rycker wants to make Querry pay for what 
he has done, or in other words, Rycker wants Querry to ~~ 
punished. Tb.us, as an eschatological term, punishment is 
reflected in the physical environment, the work of God, 
and the pain that· man has to share for· his sins. For 
instance, in the final lines of the work--after Querry•s 
death--one notes that fina1 reassertion of the element of 
punishment. A native child is inspected by the doctor and 
as ene of the many victims of the leper colony, the boy is 
also infected--a reflection of the punishment dealt by Gbd 
and the physical environment of the child's world& 
(Sorrow:· 7. rJ) 
"He 8 s infected all rlght, 11 Doctor Colin said. 
"Feel the patches here and here. But you 
(Rage: 9.9) 
needn't worry," he added in a tone of suppressed 
rage, "we shall be able to cure him in a year or 
{Anger: 8.4) 
two, and I can promise you that there will be 
no mutilations."76 
The emotive intensity· found in the words and sounds of the 
above lines averages 8.6. Key sound combinations that 
recur in Greene's tragic works appear in these· lines--as 
representing the entire behavioral experience--and include 
an emphasis- on the phonemes •tf,"' "d, ''" "s, it "r, tt · "k," and 
"m," among others. Such phonemes, as projected in 
morphophonemic combinations, indice emotive tones of an 
eschatological nature. Thus, as found in the words and 
lines of the novel, not only the protagonist suffers in 
! Burnt-Out ~' but all the major characters. 
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From punishment in A Burnt-Out ~' consideration is 
now directed to the eschatologieal element of "Heaven" in 
The End of the Affair. While Greene often ends his novels 
----~· --.................. 
with a religious reconciliation, he ends The ~ .Qf ~ Affair 
with the theme of sainthood. Throughout the compl~x 
progression of the tragic plot the fact becomes apparent 
that neither Bendrix nor Henry completely understand Sarah. 
76Ibid.' p. 196 
Ih her search for truth and real love--eventually termed 
sainthood by the novelist--emotional intensity grows· out 
of her relationships· with Henry, Bendrix, and God: 
(Disgust:· 7 .6 )' 
"Any man could have her.u· I longed to believe 
(Anticipation: 7.3) 
What I said, for then there would be nothing to 
(Anticipation:- 7 .3 ): 
miss· or regret. I would no longer be tied to her, 
. (Anticipation:- 7 .3) 
wherever she was. I would be free. 
(Anger: 8 .4 ). 
ttAnd you can't teach me anything about penitence, 
(Admission: 4.1). 
Mr. Bendrix·. I've had twenty-five years of the 
Confessional. There's nothing we can do some of 
{Disgust: 7.6) 
the saints•haven't done before us. 1177 
Thes·e lines, as part of the surface plot, indicate the 
contusion that exists in the minds- of Henry and Bendr!r 
as: to the true character of Sarah. Unaware·· of her search 
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for true love, they fail to understand that· her love for 
Henry and then for Hendrix· was· only a prelude for her love 
of God. The emotional intensity as carried by the word~ in 
Quotation Seventy-seven averages- 7.1 as the sound units in 
every line arouse high emotive intensity through a 
projection of the recurring phonemic tt-m,"' "b, ''" "g, ~ 
•t, tt.· n-s, tt- ttf, tt.- and ''k. rt As is indicated by the sounds within 
the lines, emoti'ons are carried through a proj action of 
beliefs and attitudes- by Henry, Bendrix, and Father Crompton. 
As in the cas~ of !h2 Power ..fil!9. ..:tl!2 Glory, the priest serves 
77 Greene, 1hg .§.!!£ gf ~ Affair, .Q].. ill· , p. 226. 
as: a base: upon which the eschatological .framework o.f the 
novel is constructed. Sarah's struggle, essentially a 
religious one, appears· to center upon the physical love~ 
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o.f this world, but when the hidden plot moves to the surface, 
her search f or love of God becomes apparent. After her 
death, Bendrix, still unable to understand her actions and 
motives, turns on the God who took Sarah from him~ 
(Anger:· 8.4} 
You're a devil, God, tempting us to leap. But 
(Anger:· 8 .4-)' 
I don't want Your peace and I don't want Your 
love~ I wanted something very simple and very 
(Dejection:· 6 .2} 
easyt.· I wanted Sarah for a lifetime, and You 
took her away. With Your great schemes You ruin 
(Anger:· 8.4) 
our happiness as a harvester ruins a mouse's nest. 
(Rage: 9.9) · 8 
I hate You, God, I hate You as· though You existed.7 
Wherea~ Quotation ~eventy-seven carried an average emotive 
intensity of 7.1, Quotation Seventy-eight averages 8.2 in 
emotive intensity. The high emotive intensity of the last 
quotation is carried by the recurring phonemes that are 
.folUld in Greene's tragic works--"d,"" n-g,"" "t," "p, rt and "btt 
Which are tound in the first line of Quotation Seventy-eight, 
in addition to "s, 11 and "h. tr" Such phonemes·, in morphophonemic 
combinations, produc~ the high emotive intensity· found in the 
above quotation. 
As opposed to the eschatological element of "Heaven~ 
in !h2 ~£!~Ar.fair, "he11~· 1s the element projected 
781J&.<1., p. 2J9. 
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in .!!!!. Qµiet American. In the war-torn country of Viet Ne.m, 
and in the moral, spiritual, and ethical decay of Pyle, 
Fowler, and Phuong, the characters weave an eschatologieal 
framework reflecting the conflict~ between the intellectual 
idealism and debas·ed passion of twentieth-century society. 
The simplicity of the surface plot demands a high emphasi~ 
on emotional intensity, a~ carried by key word~ that create 
the setting and atmosphere of the novel. However, the 
emotive intensi~y produced oy· the particular setting is 
offset somewhat by the aloof and restrained approach taken 
by the principal speaker in creating the story: 
(Pleasure:- 5'.7) 
I admire their control. 
(Timidity: 4.o) 
I thought of nothing, 
not even of the trapdoor above me; I ceased, for 
(Apprehension: 6 .4) (Fears: ? • 9) . 
those seconds, to exist; I wag· fear taken neat. 
At the top of the ladder I banged my head because 
(Feart 7.9) 
fear couldn't count steps, hear, or see. Then my 
head came over the earth fioor and nobody shot at 
(Calmnessz 3.3) 
me and fear seeped away.79 
The average emotive intensity of this paragraph is 5 • .9 which 
is- characteristic of the entire behavioral experience. The 
results of applying Plutchik's emotive theory to these lines 
produce some interesting facts. The resultant emotions, in 
terms of intensity, follow a modified sine-wave pattern in . . 
that they rise and fall slowly in direct proportion to the 
79Greene, The Quiet American, .2.2· cit., p. 5'3. 
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speed of the character's actions and responses. Thus, 
Plutchik 1 s emotive theory allows the writer to make a 
scientific analysis· of the attitudes travelling in the lines 
o! the nove19 The emotive tone remains low in the final 
lines of the novel when Pyle dies and Phuong finally becomes 
Fowler's. The macroseopic--viewing the greater world--
concern of the novel changes to a microscopie--viewing the 
lesser world or .the world of the individual--concern as the 
emotive response of Fowler to his wife's letter demands 
attentiont 
·(Pleasure: 5. 7) 
I thought of the fi~st day and Pyle sitting 
beside me at the Continental, with bis eye 
on the soda fountain across the way. Everything 
(Happiness: 7.1) 
had gone right with me since he had died, but 
(Dejection:: 6.2) 
how I wished there existed someone to .whom I 
coUld say that I was sorry.80 
The average emotive i ntensity of these . line~ is 6.3; however, 
since the emotive state of Deprivatfon is here projected, and 
since the monologue is one of quiet meditation and reflection, 
the emotions carried by the words and lines· is numerically in 
direct proportion to the involvement of the character. The 
phonemes which carry the emotive intensity measured above 
include ud, n- "k," "t, tt· and a heavy emphasis on "s." Such 
' 
phonemes, in morphophonemic sound units, carry the emotive 
intensity as measured in the above quotation. 
80 Ibid., pp. 182-183. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMART. AND CONCLUSiONs· 
I ... SUMMARY' 
Among other things, this thesis has proven that 
Goodman~ s structures of literature constitute one valid 
approach to the study of literary prose statements in the 
tragic work. The underlying implication of this entire 
study is that Robert Plutchik 1 s emotive theory is· 
scientifically valid when applied to literary· structures· 
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and is signifieant in terms of the applicability of that 
theory to literature in general. This study has indicated 
the presence of measurable emotive intensitie~ in ·eschatologY7 
and the presence of eschatology in the selected; tragic works 
of Graham Greene. 
Of central concern to this entire study ha~ been ·the 
nature of literature, specifically written composition, 
which reveals thinking with feeling in the reader/perceiver 
and is therefore termed literature. Literature, being · a 
recorded branch of the articulated sounds of language, has 
here been restricted to a consideration of certain works 
of Graham Greene, an English novelist and playwright. Along 
with ascertaining the feasibility of applying Robert Plutchikt~ 
. emotive theory to literature has been the proving of the 
presence and emotive nature of eschatology in Greene's key 
tragic works. As has been proven in Chapter Three of this· 
thesis,, the emotive- theory of Plutchik may be applied to 
such esehatological literature as· a new scientific method 
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of literary analysis.. This new method is significant in 
that some writers--L . c. Knights , Sylvan Barnet, and Albert·-
Mordell--have considered· the place of emotive elements· in 
literature, but they have not applied any specific emotive 
theory to any specific notional theory such as eschatology. 
In order to measure the emotional content of literature, 
key eschatologically-oriented tragic work~ of Graham Greene 
are used· because both eschatology and tragedy are literary 
disciplines of a high emotive nature. Of a religious nature, 
eschatology; refers- to the supposed world beyond the worldly 
death of man and therefore, eschatological terms carry a 
wide range of emotive stimuli which reflect such emotions as 
rage, anger, admission, loathing, anticipation, grief, among 
other~. Also, the tragic work deals with the fall of man 
from some position, and therefore, a certain emotive range 
is common to this particular literary discipline. Thus, 
literature of both an eschatological and a tragic nature 
is susceptible to an application of Plutchik's emotive ·theory. 
This thesis has also proven that English linguistic 
structures for tragedy--involved in eschatology--are unique 
in the area of emotive states, and that such elements of 
eschatology as good versus evil, sin, judgment, punishment, 
Heaven, and Hell can be reconstructed, clarified, and measured 
in their original emotional intensity--that emotional intensity 
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created by the author through the words and behavior of the 
characters--and equate~ with the emotional intensity 
patterns that Plutchik has proposed as a result of his work 
in behavioral psychology. In summary, a linguistical 
procedure such as that described in this· thesi~ can serve 
to reveal the emotive states common to tragic themes. 
II. TABULAR REVIEW OF EXPOSED EMOTIVE INTENSITns-
In the following fourteen pages of this thesis, a 
statistical analysis of the emotive intensity found fn the 
six, selected novels· will be presented. For each novel, 
approximately one-hundred measurements have been made of 
specific sounds, word~, statements, lines, paragraphs, or 
entire behavioral experiences. Thus, over six-hundred 
separate considerations have been given to the six, selected 
novels and on such evidence does the oore of thi~ thesis 
rest. As the statistics indicate, two of the selected 
novels average a total of six-plus in emotive intensity. 
Two of the tragic works average a low seven in emotive 
intensity with one high seven. Finally, one novel has a 
total average intensity of nine-plus. As the concluding 
Table indicates, the total average emotive intensity of the 
emotions measured in the six selected novels is 7.7. The 
dominant emotion--in the specific measurements--1's "~orrow.tt:­
"Dejection" is second in the total number of measurements, 
and "Admission"· is third. 
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TABLE VI 












































Eschatological element--good versus evil 
Dominant emotion--Admission 
Dominant emotive state--Deprivation 
Negative representations--64 
Positive representations--36 
Total average intensity--9.9 
TABLE VII 
THE CROSSING OF DYADS IN~ POWER ,!!ill THE GLORY' 
PRIMARY DYADS 
*anger + joy = pride 
*joy + acceptance = love, friendliness 
*acceptance + surprise = curiosity 
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***surprise + fear = alarm, awe 
******fear + sorrow = despair, guilt 
**sorrow + disgust = misery, remorse, forlornness 
*disgust + expectancy = cynicism 
*expectancy + anger = aggression, revenge, 
stubbornness 
SECONDARY DYADS 
•anger + acceptance = dominance (?) 
*joy + surprise = delight 
*****acceptance +fear = submiss1on,- .modesty 
*surprise + sorrow = embarrassment, disappointment 
**fear + disgust = shame, prudishness 
**sorrow + expectancy = pessimism · 
*disgust + anger = scorn, loathing, indignation, 
contempt, hate, resentment, 
hostility-
*expectancy+ joy. = optimism, courage, 
hopetulness, conceit 
TERTIARY DYADS 
*anger + surprise = outrage, resentment, hate 
**joy + fear = guilt 
****acceptance + sorrow = resignation, sentimentality 
surprise + disgust = ? 
***fear + expectancy = anxiety, caution, dread, 
cowardliness, distrust 
sorrow + anger = envy, sullenness 
disgust + joy = morbidness (?)' 
*expectancy + acceptance = fatalism 
NOTEs An "*" equals one cross. An explanation of dyads is 
presented on page seventy-eight of this thesis. 
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TABLE VIII 














































Dominant emotive state--Deprivation 
Negative representations--58 
Positive representations--42 
Total average intensity--7.6 
TABLE IX. 
THE CROSS.ING OF DYADS. IN BRIGHTON ROCK -----
PRIMARY .. DYADS 
*anger + joy = pride 
*joy + acceptance = love, friendlines~ 
**acceptance + surprise = curiosity 
****surprise + f ea:r = alarm, awe 
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****fear + sorrow = despair, guilt 
***sorrow + disgust = misery, remorse, forlornness 
*disgust + expectancy = cynicism 
**expectancy·+ anger= aggression, revenge, 
stubbornness-
SECOND.ARY. DYADs·· 
*anger + acceptance = dominance (?Y 
joy·+ surprise = delight . 
***acceptance + fear = submiss·ion, -modesty 
*surprise' + sorrow = embarrassment, disappointment· 
***fear + disgust = shame, prudishness-
**sorrow+ expectancy· = pessimism 
***"'disgust + anger = scorn, loathing, indignati'on, 
contempt, hate, resentment, 
hostility 
expectancy-+ joy•= optimism, courage, 
hopef'ulness, conceit 
TERTIARY DYADS 
*anger + surprise = outrage, resentment, hate 
*joy + fear = guilt 
**acceptance * sorrow = resignation, sentimentality-' 
surprise + disgust = ? 
**fear+ expectancy· = anxiety1 caution, dread, cowardl1ness, distrust 
sorrow + anger = envy, sullenness 
disgust + joy = morbidness- (?) 
*expectancy.-+ acceptance= fatalism 
NOT'Et An "*""equals one cross. An explanation of dyads is· 
presented on page seventy-eight of this thesis. 
1©3 
TABLE JC 

















Disgust ( 7 .6) ******' 




























Dominant emotive state--Deprivation 
Negative representations--56 
Positive representations--44 
Total average intensity--6.4 
T'ABLE XI 
THE CROSSING' OF DYADS- IN THE HEART OF THE MATTER - --
PRIMARY DY.ADS 
**anger + joy = pride 
**joy + acceptance = love, friendliness 
*acceptance + surprise = curiosity 
*surprise + fear = alarm,. awe 
lo4 
****fear + sorrow = despair, guilt 
*sorrow + disgust = misery, remorse, forlornness 
*disgust + expectancy = cynicism 
*expectancy + anger = aggression, revenge, 
stubbornness 
SECONDARY- DYADS-
••anger + acceptance = dominance (?) 
*joy + surprise = delight 
**acceptance + fear = submission, modesty 
****surprise + sorrow = embarrassment, disappointment 
****fear + disgust = shame, prudishness 
***sorrow + expectancy = pessimism 
**disgust + anger = scorn, loathing, indignation, 
contempt, hate, resentment, 
hostility 
expectancy + joy = optimism, courage, 
hopefulness, conceit 
TERTIARY DYADS. 
anger ~ surprise = outrage, resentment, hate 
**joy + fear = guilt 
*acceptance + sorrow = resignation, sentimental1tyr 
*surprise + disgust = ? 
***fear + expectancy = anxiety 1 caution, dread, cowardl1ness, distrust 
*sorrow + anger = envy, sullenness 
disgust + joy = morbidness (?) 
*expectancy· + acceptance= fatalism 
NOTEs· An "* rr equals one cross. An explanation of dyads is 
presented on page seventy-eight of this thesis. 
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TABLE XII 














































Dominant emotive state--Depr ivation/Rejection 
Negative representations--61 
Positive representations--39 
Total average i nt ensity--7.1 
TABLE XIII 
THE CROSS-ING OF DYADS" IN A BURNT-OUT CASE 
PRIMARY- DYADS' 
**anger + joy = pride 
**joy + acceptance = love, friendliness· 
acceptance + surprise = curiosity 
*surprise + fear = alarm, awe 
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***.fear + sorrow = despair, guilt 
**sorrow + disgust = misery, remorse, forlornness 
*disgust + expectancy = cynicism 
**expectancy + anger = aggression, revenge., 
stubbornness 
SECONDARY DYADS' 
anger + acceptance = dominance (?Y 
joy + surprisff = deli'ght 
•acceptance + .fear = submission, modest~ 
***surprise + sorrow = embarrassment, disappointment 
**.fear + disgust = shame, prudishnes~ 
****sorrow + expectancy· = pessimism · 
*****disgust + anger = scorn, loathing, indignation; 
contempt, hate, resentment, 
hostility 
expectancy+ joy•= optimism, courage, 
hopefulness, conceit 
TERTIARY DYADS" 
**anger + surprise = outrage, resentment, hate 
****joy + fear = guilt 
***acceptance + sorrow = resignation, sentimentality 
*surprise + disgust ?' · 
****fear+ expectancy' = anxiety! caution, dread, 
coward! ness, distrust 
*sorrow + anger = envy, sullenness 
disgust + joy = morbidness (?) 
*expectancy +-acceptance= fatalism 
NOTE:- .A:b. "*" equals one cross. An explanation of dyads is 
presented on page seventy-eight of this thesis. 
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TABLE XIV 














































Dominant emotive $tate--Reproduction 
Negative representations--54 
Positive representations--46 
Total average intensity--7.o 
TABLE XV 
THE CROSSING' OF DY.ADS' IN M END QE THE AFFAIR 
PRIMARY DYADS 
***anger + joy = pride 
**joy + acceptance = love, friendliness 
**acceptance + surprise = curiosity 
surprise + fear = alarm, awe 
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***fear + sorrow = despair, guilt 
*sorrow + disgust = misery, remorse, forlornness 
disgust + expectancy = cynicism 
**expectancy + anger = aggression, revenge, 
stubbornness 
SECONDARY DYADS 
**anger + acceptance = dominance (?) 
•joy + surprise = delight 
acceptance + fear = submission, modesty 
*****surprise + sorrow = embarrassment, disappointment 
***fear + disgust = shame, prudishness 
**sorrow + expectancy = pessimism 
***disgust + anger = scorn, loathing, indignation, 
contempt, hate, resentment, 
hostility 
*expectancy + joy = optimism, courage, 
hopefUlness, conceit 
TERTIARY DYADS 
*anger + surprise = outrage, resentment, hate 
****joy + fear = guilt 
**acceptance + sorrow = resignation, sentimentality 
surprise + disgust = ? 
**fear + expectancy = anxiety! caution, dread, 
cowardl ness, distrust 
•sorrow + anger = envy, sullenness 
disgust + joy = morbidness (?) 
**expectancy + acceptance = fatalism 
NOTE: An "*" equals one cross. An explanation of dyads is 



















































Dominant emotive state--Reproduction 
Negative representations--54 
Positive represe~tations--2+6 
Total aver age intensity--6.3 
TABLE XVII 
THE CROSSING OF DYADS IN THE QUIET AMERICAN 
PRIMARY DYADS 
*anger + joy = pride 
*joy + acceptance = love, friendliness 
**acceptance + surprise = curiosity 
***surprise + fear = alarm, awe 
****fear + sorrow = despair, guilt 
***sorrow + disgust = misery, remorse, 
forlornness 
***disgust + expectancy = cynicism 
*expectancy + anger = aggression, revenge, 
stubbornness 
SECONDARY DYADS 
•anger + acceptance = dominance (?) 
joy + surprise = delight 
•acceptance + fear = submission, modesty 
**surprise + sorrow = embarrassment 1 disappointment 
fear + disgust = shame, prudishness 
****sorrow + expectancy = pessimism 
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*disgust + anger = scorn, loathing, indignation, 
contempt , hate, resentment, 
hostility 
*expectancy + joy = optimism, courage, 
hopefulness, conceit 
TERTIARY DYADS 
anger + surprise = outrage, resentment, hate 
*****joy + fear = guilt 
**acceptance + sorrow = resignation, sentimentality' 
*surprise + disgust = ? 
****fear + expectancy = anxiety 1 caution, dread, cowardliness, distrust 
•sorrow + anger = envy, sullenness 
disgust + joy = morbidness (?) 
*expectancy + acceptance = fatalism 
NOTE:· An tt*tt equals one cross. An explanation of dyads is 
presented on page seventy-eight of this thesis. 
·. 
TABLE XVIII 
COMPARISON OF THE REPRESENTATIVE EMOTIVE INTENSITY 
OF EACH NOVEL I N RELATIONSHIP TO YEAR OF PUBLICATION 
PLUS FINAL COMPARISONS 
111 
Publication Year Novel Average Intensity 
1938 Brighton~ 7.6 
194o The Power and 9.9 
the Gl orz -
1948 The Heart of 6.4 
t he Matter-
195'1 The End of 7.0 
t he m arr 
19;5' Tho Qg1~t Amerioan 6.j 
1961 A Burnt-Out Case 7.1 - -
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * • • 
First dominant emotion ••••••••• Sorrow 
Second dominant emotion •••••••• Fear 
Third dominant emotion ••••••••• Dejection 
Fourth domi nant emotion •••••••• Admission 
·Fifth dominant emotion ••••••••• Pleasure 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Dominant emotive state ••••••••• Deprivation 
Negative representations· •• approximately 346 
Positive repr esent ations •• approximately 254 
Total average emotive intensity ••••••••• 7.7 
NOTE: The emotive intens ities listed above do not purport to 
repres ent every line of each novel. The representations 
stem from approximately one hundred measurements taken 
from each novel, or a t otal of approximately six-
hundred measurements . 
III... PSYCHOLINGUISTICAL IMPLICATIONS-a· 
A CONCLUSION 
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The results of this thesi~ indicate that a 
psycholinguist1cal approach may be made in studying such 
notional concepts as eschatology. Because beliefs and 
attitudes are enduring organizations ·or perceptual, 
motivational, and emotfonal processes, their influences in 
the realm of behavior may now be more precisely· studied. 
Now studies may be made of the behavior of certain characters 
in an author• s works, in continuing or recurring responses· 
of a given author in various works·, in recurring setting/ 
envi'ronmental patterng in vari'ous works, in recurring plot 
patterns, and specifically- in emotive responses made by 
characters· in a number of works by the same author. In other 
words, since a belief is a pattern which involves the totalityr 
of the individual's intellectual cognition of a given thing, 
that pattern may in itself form a pattern--perceptional or 
volitional--of recurrences in various literary works. As a 
perception or a cognition is in itself an organization, so a 
belief is an organization of organizations and through the 
use of Plutchik's emotive the~ry, such organiz~tions may be 
reconstructed and classified in their original states as 
to construction and emotive intensity. ~ince attitudes are 
~nduring organizations of various processes within individuals, 
Plutchik 1 s theory can adequately· be utilized to measure and . . 
categorize such attitudes of characters, Since beliefs and 
attitudes make up emotive reactions, the emotive theory: can 
be utilized to measure and analyze both beliefs and attitudes. 
Whereas the belief is motivationally and emotionally neutral, 
the attitude is often perceived as demanding action, and 
therefore, the attitude is that which carries the emotional 
tone . 
As applied to literary pro::re statements, Robert 
Plutchik's theory of emotions has various psycholinguistical 
implications. For instance, the immediate psychological 
field is a term that ref er~ to the dynamic~ of human 
behavior and relates to the principles that govern the 
formation and operation of beliefs and attitudes in the 
human mind. By applying the emotive theory to the statements 
of Greene's literary character~, insight can be gathered as 
to the character's o~m psychological field, his physiological 
state, and neural traces of his past behavior. The 1.p.f. 
is exposed through the responses, actions, and drives of 
the novelistic character, which stem from his consciousness 
of basic molar behavior, and various factors such as tensions,-, 
motivations, needs, demands, frustrations, efforts, 
perceptions, goals, and others. The psycholinguistical 
implications of this thesis include the possibility of 
opening to s·tudents of 11 terature a newer and more accurate 
method of study and analysi s , an objective method touching 
~pon the intricate actions and reactions of the human mind 
as pointed out in the past few pages. 
This study represents only a beginning of a new 
approach to the study of literature. Literary works can 
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now be studied in terms of the author's own words, beginning 
with the simple sound units--phonemes--of his language, 
progressing to a consideration of morphophonemic combinations, 
and c~ntinuing to the placement of such morphophonemic 
structures into sentence structures and/or patterns. Since 
basic sound and sentence structures represent recurring 
patterns in Greene's novels, such structures can be separated, 
analyzed, and categorized as to emotional intensity. Such a 
method of studying the dynamics of human behavior, as 
considered through the principals of the immediate psychological 
field, is significant since behavior, perception, reaction, 
and emoti·onal intensity have a definite and measurable 
, correlation. Through the emotive theory of Plutchik, study 
can be made of the peculiar pathological and physical states 
of Greene's characters, states which represent recurring 
patterns of abnormality, a characteristic of the 1.p.f. Thus, 
through caref'ul study, through a separation of' the linguistical 
structures of a given work, and through an application of the 
emotive theory to the sounds, words, and lines of that work, 
insight may be gained of a definite literary nature, a nature 
that is the representat ive of human behavior. Through the 
method of analysis proposed and proven in this thesis, 
literature may now be studied in a new light, an objective 
one--that of the psycholinguist. 
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